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SCHOOL BOARD - I
FAILS TO ELECT

PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY EVENING.AUGUST s. 1906.

By t he 40nAent 44 the people
of Paducah, The Sun has the
largest circulation in the city
The al•crage tot
and county.
July was 4132 a day.

Gets In Parliamentary 1Vrangle and Adjourns.
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MANY COVET THE WORK RESUMED
CITY JUDGESHIP IN RUSSIA'S MILLS
More Candidates Announce Failure of Strike Evidence o
l'ovverlessness.
For the Nominal ion.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

lee...vest %teethes with local
t
gilt anti probably
leuradley. Ti' highest temperatun. reached yeeteedne was 57
Mel the lowest today war 75,

EASY VICTIMS OF
GREEN GOODS MEN
It

The Robisons. oi Tennessee •
Tell Their Story.

here last Thee lireught leen of !Loges Money
was awarded the contract to Aimee "leveret More I'n
is.- boiNiklattio teeter use. lleett Reatoreel In the 41141s- heat> fteight collided near
- Much (neer itusinertet Trausacted DurWet and twenty persons were injured.
23,0 copies of the rules of order of the
itiel...11epths by the he PA-eni.
for Ten t'ents on the
Are .litiee on the List for the
lug the Meeting--Pay Rolls anti
Fireman Myers, Engineer Chaddluck,
board and 2.540 copies of the ruler
111,111.
Pince.
Bills Allotted.
Mrs. Sarah Mettet, of High Point, N.
regulating conduct of pupils, for disThe acciC., were seriously injured
tribution among parents. Their bid
dent was reused by a delaied freight
was CI rents a page. •
ACCUSED HELD TO GRAND JURY.
THE
FORE. THE Wiltiese NEWS OF TODAY making up time.
TO
sum. Llb)11 GRANTED VACATION. Mechanicsburg school property war )1,1TliCe
ordered sold to trustees of the Chris•
A Raliroad Wreck.
tian church for $1 0,00; $71041 earth and
Somerset: Tenn. Aug. $.—A fast
notes for the balance, for four 011th,
AVork has
St. Petersburg, Aug
From the indications at present,
If Ole $14,000 worth of alleged
A lively meeting of the school board
train on the Louisville & Nash.freigbt
Supt. LIM and Superintendent of
there will be a big "field- in elt‘race been resumed In all milk and fartorite
"green backs" Lafayette
M. and
was exported last night but absolutely
at
morning
this
derailed
was
ville
Buildings Hoyer were granted a short
for the Democratic nominee/en for city and the failure of the strike is regardFrank M. Robitein, of Milan, Tenn.,
unrufflrd was the demeanor while the vacation.
Tenn,. It ran off the
Mary,
On
'ledge this tall, and genie very lively ed as an. open recognition of the Pose
expected to get for $4400 in hard cash
routine business was under considerabridge into a creek. Fireman Jame',
The minutes of the last meeting
eriesenees of the extremists. Order
campaigning is the promise.
are as green as the men who agreed to
teachers
of
tion, but when the election
Engineer
and
killed
was
Simmons
were adopted without erotest
take them in, the en:or must be one
.Puryear announced his de- has been restored in the capital and George Colson seriously injured.
Judge
came up, the electric sparks of animal
Al! members were present.
that would make the naive Irishman
cision (7; _enter the race testerdat. the government has entrusted to the
combativeness /scintillated within a
preparaforsake his nalloaal color.' and the
which ottnared the atmosphere, to a de- ministry of the Interior the
radiun. of the board, and with the
Jewish
Shamrock blush with Alamo for. its
president's chair as the center.
gree, of some prospective candidates. tion of a bill dealing with the
question
lack of luster. The two Robinette
The boerd adjourned precipitoenly
There were one or two candidates of
arrived today to prosecute 1). M.
while a rule on the order of busine.s
the receptive class who were wafting
Fret
St. Petersburg, August te
well, T. L. Warren and Tom 'ewe.
This question was
he judge's &station before making
was in debate
Asses'
the
cabinet
the
of
member
a
whether it was net...story to make a IN A TENT ON SIDE ite.
11111 eveseee alias Franklin. for defraang thent
o\s
l'itl-)11•Alt
MO('. iheir own, aa his candidacy, which is
governqat of Sh4151.; and told their *tory at
motion for nevousideration of the unat once recognized and appreciated as ated Press learns that the
Lvr MADE,
•
TAIN,
1-: N CA
raised by
storm
the
regards
ment
police headquarters after the defendfinished business.
a formidable One.
the- dissolution. of parlian ant as passants had ireived examination.
Preeident Williamson called for unToday. however, 'here are a number
ed that It intends immediately to
neighed busineee and Mc. Dockenbaeb
"We reside In Man, Visa., they
of other entries. fernier County Athand- MI411" hi Minneapolis Next Were,
suggested that the election of an ng- Awaits An Examintatien Which Ma e/else) Eugene Or. yes is deeiared In carry nut the pollee of "strong
stated, "mid through D 'tit Blackwell.
ed re-form," to which Premier stotyResult in frepertie
sod Big Cruet' Is
lish tearher be gone Hato. Mr. Walsa man we had known for some time,
the race by scenes o hie friends. end
pal has committed himself.
ton thought that the election of teachbegan-corms/tending with Warren and
tes candidacy credited with being a
An additional plank of the proers meld Dot be entered into until a
Tully. alias Franklin, of Decatur teem-faetor right from the cart, as he made
the
appease
to
gram is an attempt
ty, Tenn The latter two claimed they
motion to that effeet&had been rarriel
a. good record in the' attorneyselp and
discontented peasantry as .farets pmby a majority of thP'boare), and that
bad stolen a printing press, paper and
--Judge
8.
Aug
Washington, Aug.
Mina.,
a tent on has a bet following In the city,
Minneapolis,
-Rile. The government's agrarian prothe motion must be made by a 'member
all necessary miter's' for the printing
From Louie-vire today, came a :et- gram ehich will not differ greatly Eli Torrance, former eommanderina bleak moentais side In Mande:ph
who bad voted with the majorit)' when
'green harks.' which were a• good
of
G.
Wallace
and
R_
A'
G.
chief
the
of
county, W. Va., not far from the town ter from Attorney L. K. Taylor an- from the fitichinskY project, not only
the OriaLuaL motion.eln. elect _teer.
as ever the Unttedjitatas. nut out 'of
elye.
wheresse-heee
-he-et
Amer.
-atent/in-Mg his entrants tete
but
probabb:
will he promulgated
wan carried at a stalled .meetIng in of Elkton. Georgie Ronal, the Syrian
its mints, end, tri order to start in
and friends of Mr. R. J.
say will be placed In effect as a tempora- rangetnents to7-ihe national encanne
June. at which time the deadlock over leper, about whom then has been so
weld offer the 'goody/ at
business,
jeent
that
organisation.
fp
of
MinneaPhe has determined to an `/ ,-41 his ry law, the emperereetving the right
the English position •begtet.
mere concern on the part of the health candidacy,
fol- reduced prices. They agreed to sell
the
issued
today
week,
next
oils,
to issue temporary laws during the
Mr. Beckenbach suggested that as authorities of down" of cities during
lowing statement. The several com- the bills at 141 rents on the dollar and
(L ir. Dingutd. who made the rare reeeas of parliament.
negorations
the election ef teachers was unfinished
mittees In charge of arrangements for we agreed to enter into
the lest three weeks is existing with- against Judge Sanders the last Illne
intention
the
In other words It is
encampment with them for $10,001) worth. They
business. it was alaneceseary to make
national
the
forthcoming
for the nomination, will also be a can• of the government to attempt to
out are of ens. klod.
a Motion for reennelderatjna. Taking
be hied in Minneae- wanted $5010 and by agreement as
didate. and Mr. this Singleton is in solve it, most difficult problem Ore- of the 0: A. R to
The
the
pewee
In
•Icinity
said.
are
to ist, !nog, de_ met In Pednesh In December jest 'he.
section 20 of the rules as authority
13
Aagust
elliefrOM
the "considering" list. There are still npectIvi. of pafilament, In the belief
We gave tip $325
President Williamson ruled that the to be nearly panic-Settee over the
their plans are fore Milkman
that
announce
to
sire
"other precincts to be heard from."
that It will meet- with, enough sup'wools' After a
and
leper,
any
get
the
the
of
not
dirt
presence
healttf
and
teachers
could
bewill
not
city
of
the
election
be held
fully matured and that
Jnetire Charlee Emery, who, It has pert to make It impossible for theuntil a motion that it be so done was authorities of the state of West Virto meet Its full duty patient welt of several days we reprepared
telly
neat parliament to refuse its assent:
turned home and "aid nothing.
carried Section 29 says that when a ginia are threatening tee Baltimore & Mach declared is a probable ("iodide"
conpection with this great event.
The. ministry of the interior has In
derision, and la
has
not
his
announced
Oleo
aorta
railroad
all
rib
with
of
motion for the consideration of beetOne month later we remised a lequarters in school bulletins'
Soldiers'
stIll "considering." Judge Emeet has famed a statemeet describing the
gees has been carried or lost, it nia3 eonrequences for bringing the dim"
air• ready for occupancy and, the patri- tPr from the two stating that they had
havif
failure,
complete
as
strike
a,
a
big
elate
close to the'
following,
be reconsidered it h motion to that man into the state, '
otic people of Minneapolis are ready to been experimenting with the money
The case finally hag been ,hrought adminetratIon, and, if he telex the ing attained serious dimensions no- open their doom to receive all who and found it a afire th'ng: that the
effete Is made by a member who voted
where except in St. Petersburg and
nomination wie be a factor.
been
We had
In the majority, and if the motion to to the attention of the roiled Wales
rope. The decoration of the city. Is Money would pans
Moscow.
The
City
Other
011iers.
the
a•tithorities
after
afflicted
had
man
reconsider is carried. lett that the
fart assuming shape and the national cited to the ease web which the money'
The statement says further that colors will be shown In profusion. passed, as they had treated es to a
No ono has'yet Renounced for the
motion to reconsider must be made been shunted from place to place in
several Mates without being able to nominations for aldermen, council- the factory inspectors are of the op- Plane for the greet parade are practic- drink'and elven a hilt alleged to be
not later than the next meeting,
Ft is evident that chit section refers find an *biding place where he can men and reboot trustee on the demo- inion that most of the factories will ally completed and correspondence in- one of their own mannfarture, to the
to business which has been definitely have proper carte Orders were issued cratic ticket, but they are expected to be working full strength before the dicates that there will be not lees than 'bartender who returned the changeend of the week.
-We continued the negetlattnne and by
closed, whether it wax clotted by the today that Rossi be examined by a be forthcoming now in a fee days.
241,000 veterans In line.
agreement came to Pad nab Mat
motion to consider being carried or surgeon of the Marine Hospital WaThere Is a good deal of intereet le
TRIAL OF LYNCHERS.
ke and a Syrian interpreter with a these racer. The announcements have
25th.
kIL
Received No Support.
view of ascertaining his statue in this been made, in certain 'quarters, that
Mason City, W. Va., August S. --Mr. Karnes entered the debate at
-On May 29th we met Franklin and
ea:Sundry. How he got into the coun- the Democrats will endeavor to put up Goternew•tedk to Push the Prowesson a strikeetince last Warren In the St. Nichol-to hotel and
tieing
After
this point and thought that the poise
tem of Itemisers ea Mote
try, at what port, what examination he men who have never been In these ofWe had been Inmade by Mr. Berkenbech was correct.
April, miners at Beech Grove re- went to a morn
was subjected to and other inquiries fices heretofore.
to
outlet
There appearing to be no
turned to work today at the same' structed to bring with us the halaneSpringfield, Mo., August A.— The
are what the officials want answered
"We want a ticket we can elect."
wagesreceived whei they struck. of the Wee 'UM, which we did: bet
the situation, Mr. Kernel made a meIf he thould -be found to be deportable, said a prominent Democrat tort-n), trial of three of the alleged leader,
ting that the board adjourn. The meMiners ray they received only el we held out $5 for expenses. The
burned
no time will be toe in rending him "and we shall be careful to seek men of the mob which hanged ated
floe was seconded by Mr. Petter and
benefits each since April.
men took our money and asked us If _
three negroes on the public square,
back to his own ceuntrt.
we can land."
when put to the house was carried.
they could take It with them for fif14
April
of
night
the
city,
In this
The Mayor's Office.
teen minutes while they got the
A calm azansisation of the wee afIn the, criminal court
There are several prospective ramie' last, will begin
We agreed and they progOnd .
ter the meeting adjonrned showed that
rases promise tn atdates for the democrilic nomination tomorrow. The
all participants in the debate were
posed to return our $5ort if we were
by
attention
for mayor next year but none of them tract a great deal of
right In part bet none were wholly
not satisfied, but we lute neither the
Governor
will come out Into the open yet. It reason of the fact that
PO.
The election of teachers was unor our oath again."
.good;
Attonry
Attestant
(-ITV
I \ION
NENFIATPPN 11,
Is the plan of, one or two of them to Folk, In sending
finished business), and as such it was
a very' Rood story," a news"That's
ONE OF THE ELIGIBLebi FOR
the
BREACH OF PRoalISE SUIT.
try out in the aldermanic and council General Kennish here tosaid in
remarked smelling a aPirf
Unnecessary to Make a motion to
man
{miser
MARINE INRPECTORMILP.
active part
eIections this,fall, and no doubt there prosecution, is taking an
ii. In suggesting that a teacher
rider It.
item in the detail .
will be several prospective may walty In trying to berg 'the mob leaders to
of Enellsh be eleeted, Mr. Beekenbach
"That's not any story at all." one
candidates among the list of nomina- justice.
wanted to take that position as the
the -Si the Robinsons declared in all seriEntertains
Plaintiff
FairThe
jurygrand
which in
The special
'ery Loud Chance of tions for these offices in the fall.
starting point in the unfinished blue- He Stan& a
ousness. ••thael the goepel trutb."
Jury and offleisile in the
revestetated the triple lynching,
Securing the Pose
ness. E-very member had a right to
. The defeadant• waived examination
('ass'.
per22
against
indictmentsturned
TRUE DEMOCRATIC
How
suggest a starting point but If none
were held °vet' under a $1;0104
and
sons, hut for sortie reason only three
could he agreed upon then a vote must
bond. Franklin end Warren failed to
Mien
.1
yet
as
made.
have
arrests
Platform Framed byContention He.
be taken to decide that point.
guys bond. They were reprilented be
, Hill Gomel and Daniel D. Galbraith
nonnees Tenets and Tariff.
The reepott Of 8Uperhttentlect ot
Union City, Tenn., . August
Cbunty , leder* R. T. Lightfoot. The
Jame. If. St Jelin. theepoptear Paboth blacksmitt.s, are ebargeJ with
Bniklinge Fred Hoyer. tnetiTioned that
Miss Lola Walker secured a verdict' plaintiffs were rferesented by Attorducah marine englober. and Charles
Waterloe,..2t, Augest Fe— The murder In the first degree. and Ha;
- windows had been broken out at the
821.000 in her suit against Coe ney F. M. Dere- of 1,exington. Tenn..
at
T. Greetrwood, of Greenville,
-perjury
Democratic state convention today ry Harlot is charged elfh
- 'Franklin frettfteg with a damage of
Edwards,. of this place, for and Sheriff J
Franklin, of FrankDick
el4sIlate for_ the vacan- nominated a full state ticket, headed Hacker is alleged to have given false
f1. Mr. }foyer known who did it sere
breach of protnire and betrayal, The lin county, Tenn.. was heee as sleet*of
J. J. by Claude R. Porter, of Appanoose testimony before the grand jury.
.
cies occasioned by the transfer
has witnesees. The board enstruoted
Jury reporting-This afternoon after nese. The ease will cones tip for trial
Dunn and W. J McDonald- Marine in- county, for governor, adopted a Plat
The negroes who were hanged by
him to see whetter eateries of the
a short while, Immediate- after the grand Jury acts ii September.
out
being
spectors, tient Lou'ertile to the St. form and adjourned sine die tonight the mob, the bodies, afterward beheste.- week,- pay the damage. ft n
ly following the annonneeme it the
Louis and Nashville- districts
ing incinerated in lhe public square
The ticket nominated follows:
to tnru the matter over to Judge
cleared the court-room and
sheriff
DINPERATE RIFLE DUEL.
'Mr. St John is a. Popular' engineer
Governor, Claude R. Porter; lieubightfent Fm lite Juvenile con"Walker and her aunts, Mrs
Miss
to
and kits friends will be pleased
IN IRELAND.
FORIVNE
D.•Denenton,
.
John
tenant
governor.
Resignationt from ?some of the
1
Cullen and Mrs. Hauer, hetried in To Fought Between Former Kentuckian
know that he steads a good chenee Jr.; secretary of state, J. S. icemen.
teachers who have resigned In the last
congratulate the jurors which being
and Nebraskan.
to get one of the ljobs. He has run Auditor. t":„. E. Munroe; treemrer. L. Miss Clancy, of Nfemplits, Will Have
by the
month, to accept positions elsewhere.
deme, the 12, accompanied
dut of Paducah for years and is one F. Danforth; -attorney general, Fred
'Share.
were accepted.
pretty plaintiff, repaired to thecourtOmaha, Neb., August S:— Followof the most efficient men on the rivers. A. Townseed
Janitors for the different buildings
hduse green, whete a photographer IfIR a- violebt quarrel Frederick CleAnglist I.—Mary ClanCineinnati,
The
nnanimonsly
adoptplatform
were elected with no changes in pertook the picture of the 13, Sheriff ments and William Goldie fought a
WORK BEGUN.
ed by the convention demands legis- c.y, formerly eenneeted with the Wil- Chiles and Deputy Sheriffs Guy Waleons except at the MeKIniley building
duel with rifles near Smith Omaha,
lation to destroy trusts?: ravers the cox & fleets k/Foring Marhine'romea- ker and Sonft Wiley. Each of the juwhets 0. P. Powell was elected to sueSaturday` night, Goidie receiving a
located
was
'Penn.,
Memphis,
In
ny.
Far.
Snuff
low
as
Large*
rates
Have
to
to
regulatibre In Iowa,
coed Janttor Jones. The Salary of Clarksville
rors rongratulated Mina Walker, sea-- wound front which he died yesterday
tory in the Woride
as interstate rates; favors a two-cent today with her sister in Denver, Col., prat of. them invited her to their
}anent at the High school building
Morning. reedits once lived at Fall
passenger fare: a state primary law and supplied with the last link in homes, and each asked her for her
was raised from Els to $00 a month.
River, Mass_ and Clemente near OwClanthe
to
heirs
the
ilet
missing
of
Clarksville, Tenn.. Aug. s --The that will protect: all pettier: the
In his repnit Stiperintendent Lire
picture.
ensboro,
Ky. in threaffray Mr. John
$1,at
cy 'estate hi Ireland, valued
recommended that the ruin of , the Ameeean Snuff company has broken election of United States senators by
E. T McDaniel, one of the jurors, Backus a neighbor, was Painfully
000,000.
a
board be gone Over and made more ex- dirt on the foundation for the largest a direct vote of the people; heron;
her aunts a though not mortally wounded..
For 13 years Wm. Keating, of gave Miss Wa)ker arid
plicit before they are printed. He of the six new buildings to be erected law to punish retreat-Wiens for con.
home,.
Miller
the
at
feast
watermelon
Rellvue, Ky., %Met across the river
asked the board's plearnre about the here as their mammoth nevi plant'. tribnting to polftleai funds; expressHe beggedlocket which Dick I
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Nevor in Hunt.
Paducah Runs Up Eight.

Purity means an absence of foreign matter
—nothing else.

INDIANS ABB FULL OF GINGER
5.

Cleanliness is a well known brewing
ESSENTIAL. It is a matter of self-preservation with ALL brewers.

Team Relaraug.
61
45
47
46
42
36

32
44
17
47
55
57

Pet.
638
527
500
4116
442 1
389i

Purity and cleanliness alone do not assure
Good Beer nor Healthful Beer.

•Yeeteedays KegsIts,
radwah s. Jacksonville 0.
rairo-Mattoon (rata.)
'men nes-Danville (rain.)

44.

: OR IC I NAL

UDW E SFR

These Saazer Hops, from a small province
in Bohemia, have been found by Scientists to
contain a superior quality of that wonderful
health-giving substance—Lupulin.

Beer may be brewed from almost any cereal.

Our storing capacity — 600,000 barrels,
more than double that of any other Brewery
in the United ,States — makes it possible for us to
store lager our Beer from four to five months,
the tiolie necessary to thoroughly age it.

But the element of QUALITY,the essential
of Healthfulness, must be lackitig in such Beer.
Choice Barley, Selected Hops and extra
quality Yeast are the prime essentials of Good
and Healthful Beer.
This is a well known scientific fact.
We use the choicest Bk-leil and Saazer
Hops in brewing our Beers, adding a small
quantity, of Rice in pale beer.

111111
-4fgv-

Cupulin is creating a stir in the scientific
and medical worli becauK of its marvelous
results in the treatgent of nervous and digestive
diso)ders.
We import a greater quantity of these
expensive SRaier Hops than all other brewers
combined.

4

this perfect maturing brings out, to the
utmost, the health-giving qualities of the choice
ingredients used.
These are the facts relative to what constitutes good beer.
They are worthy the attention of every
person who demands the best when eating
or drinking.

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n

I.

St. Louis U. S. A.

"ow

Largest Brewers in the World

A
e
dog,

J H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Asaheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.
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•••
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tt„-'
- -- Lloyd, If
Asher, rf
Downing. c
Wright p

3
.38

Totals

1 2
0 1
3 12
2 0

.4
I

8

1, A

two '
b THE BIG LEAGUES

2

9 27- 9

1

Inn... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ft 9—r h e
Jack
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 3
Paduc o 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 1--8 9 1
Passed balls, Belt 2; bases on
balls off Akers 4, off Wright 1,
struct
.out, by Akers 1, WrIeht 13,
left on —be-sea, Jacksonville 4, Paducah 4; lime of game, 1:50. Umpire
—Wilkerson.
Rain

five by the River Rata and
the Jacks. The twirlers were Fox for
Jacksonville and Guy Woodring for
Cairo. In the Mattoon-Paducah game
the were
w
was 1 to O. Plucah
va
made
six hits and Mattoon four. The twirlers were Miller foit Paducah an.1
National League.
"Snake" Moore for the Hyphens. OnCincinnati R, Brooklyn 1; batterly four runs were made in the three
ies, Wicker and Livingston, McFargames and only two bits were securland
and Bergen.
ed by the 64 players. —Dentine
St. Louis 0, Philadelphia 1; batPress.
teries, Brown. Thompson and MarBuck Freeman, last year
with shall; Duggieby and Donovan.
Paducah, who has beeis playing with
Pittsburg 7, Boston 5; batterle.
the Evansville Central league team
Lynch and Gibson; Witherup and
this season, has been sold to the ChiNeedham.
sago. Americans.

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter .upply of

-0

at Cairo.

American League.
Cairo. HI., August 8.— No game
On account of the negroes leasing
Chicago
I. PlUladelphia 0, batterwas pittod here yesterday with Mat- the ball park today no game will be
toon,oe account of rain, and a dou- played by Jacketonville-Padurah, but les.Walsb and Sullivan; Waddell and
.
Schreck.
ble-header will be played today.
tomorrow's double-header will
be
Detroit 5, Washington 6, batterplayed. Wiley Platt will do the
ies, Eubanks, Siever and Warner,
- No Game Yesterday.
pitching
probably
pitching
both
.Danville, Iii., August I.—
No games. Both teams will have a good Hughes, Kitson and Wakefield
Cleveland-Boston, postponed, rain
game was played here yesterday on rest and it wIlkbe a battle which deSt. Louis-New York, postponed'
account of' rain,
cides whether Paducah remains below Jacksonville or goes ahead in rain.
11.
,
••••••
Dope.
the standing of teams. The Indians
A double-header was scheduled intend te take both games and the
yesterday but Wilkinson got out late first -will begin at 1:30 o'clock. '
ahd delayed the first game. When
lie game was finished the threatenThe it. A. L. team will go to Deing weather prevented the second Koren. Ky., for a gaols Sunday, leav` 4•••••••
game. The crowd was small and not ing here Saturday 'night. Joe Woolmudh dinsgpolutect.whep the second dridge will pitch and addle Brahic
Mr. 'addle
ahie. the well known
gime was called off. ""
till 'use thilirg mitt.
ball player and harness maker, has
Wettel played a star third belie
forsaken his trade and gone into the
again and the Indians were full of
.
railroad service. He has acceptel a
New League for State.
snap and ?vigor.
' Bowling Greets, Ky., August a.-.- position as assistant to C. F. Akers,
Asher in right field lends ginger
It Is stated by local baseball authori- wheruns the triple valve testing ple
to the team, He is; the only one whIs
ties that arrangements are now prac- chine in the local Illinois Central
Jacksonville ....ab r h po a e says much.
tically completed for the formation caboose shops. Mr. Drahle went to
The Indians look like dead onhs
Copeland. If ....3 0 1 , 2 0 0
0
4
2
of
a new league to he known as work this morning and siceeeds Mr.
0
0
Berte,
compared to the noise made by the
Chum B. The circuit is to be compos-%Om Akers who has gone into the car
'Hackett, 10 ....4 0 0 6 1 1 team last season.
ed of Bowling Green, HopkInevIlle, repairing service.
Freeman, pitching for Evansville
Ktighes, cf
0 0 3 0 0
Mr. William McNamamar, superOweneboro, Clarksville Tenn., and
Lutahaw, Tit ....3
0 0 0 ft against .South Rend Monday, let
the Glenwoods, of New Albany, Ind, vieon.of traeks of 'he Louisville dirt.Nagel, lb
3 1 1 0 6 2 them down with four hits.
Application ha been forwarded to the !on of the Illinois Central, *as In the
Thursday's games In tie
Kitty
Livingston, 2b
3 0
0 1 1
national association for membership; city yesterday on Misfiles!.
. down in baseball hisBelt. e • 's 43 0 1 10 1 1 league will go
under the name as above stated, and
Mr. A. H. it'4111. superintendent of
3 0 0 1 2 0 tory as the greatest ever played In
Akere, p
it is betlevOil that the new league the Louisville divisicm of the Illinois
that organisation
The Alices dewill be a success.
Central, has returned from the ea*,
Totals ......30 0 3 24 8- 3 feated Danville by a score of 2 to 0,
where he had been a week for his
and only five hits were made in the
"You admit you were at fault In health, and was in Padueah Oda',
Pad•tesh . .....sb r h po a e game one by the Vet and four by
Taylor cf
4 1 1 (i 0 0 the Alice. ,The °pluming twirlers that investigation'!" "Greatly at coming on one of the excursion
Quigley, 2b
3 1 0 1 0 0 were Christman for the locals and fault." answered the trust magnate. t rains.A 'Ledgerwood engine and plow
seestow where I could have taken
Cootier,,ee
3 1 2 2 2 a Perdue for Vincennes. -In the 'CairoWetzel, lb
" 1 0 3 3 0 jaeksonvIlle game the store was 1 to far grealwc, precautions for conceal. have been brosght here ,f)r repairing
for use on the lennersee division of
Haas, lb
1 0 6 41 0 0 In favor of the former chin_ Only ment."—W shington Star.
the Illinois Omani raad. The engine
seven hits were made in this game-In a crowd on a fete day there unloads gravel from long strings of
Hirttool Porria111
itoraiNSVILLIL,
were the Borletthil couple. At a cPT- ears and has been working on the
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
Seats Home school Ow Yalitlt tiftev
‘3,1
The Old Standard Grove's Taste- lain point the husband said: "Give me !lard-well nil, also in Louisiana. It is
3:
1;4
0.
;r
t iaa
eomilept 3,
alirTb
ikpookinotrin.r..liot:
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria the basket with the lunch: we may get in charge of Mr. F W. lialtsle, end
WrIt.
lot
Katt blind* Itir the OHM. Sold by isiT it-apatite-6 itmg wet -flint -inteli".1Xter iront-here witl be sentsttr-lbe-Teeeere.
-ee division for service.
dealers for :7 Teat* Pried) So Mtg. again!--La Caricaturistok .
DMUND MAIR14111014, A.PA
•

-
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. Sole agents for the old. reliable Cartersville, Ill.
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

RAILROAD NOTFil
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Healthfulness depends solely upon
QUALITY,and quality depends solely upon the
ingredients used and upon the method ofbrewing.

Many brewers use Corn as a substitute for
Barley-Malt, because Corn costs less.

Today's, Schedule.
Jacksonville at Paducah. no game
VI-nett:men at Danville
Mattoon at Cairog,double-header.
"Pa" Vrane Belt left Wallace
park ball field yesterday in a bad
.mood. He was angry because there
was such a rital,1nttendance to see
the games, but what magic him stip
angrier was the fact that he lost two
games. and It'the. last game did nit
even get a whiff of the 'home plate.
It was two straightefor the Indians,
and, because of the race the two
teams are making. It meant Joubfe.
each inandIng for more than It would
had Padocah been playing any other
team
Sammy Wright was "right" yesterday and let the Beltites down
with tbree'binglei. one a double. The
Lanky Boy, moreover, struck out
thirteen men, and gave mil,' one Pass
He was opposed by Akers, but Akers
did not sdibte form in thiLlatter part
of the game and his support was far
from faultless, and this accounted
for the scores of the Indians, not one
being earned.
The Beitites started out like winners In the first inning, atleast It
looked that way ('opeland got a single hut was killed on second and the
next two went out In order. In the
second Hegel doubled and it looked
like the visitors were going to hit
Wright freely. They got one measly hingte after that, and failure to
hit the Lanky Boy tells the story
for the •isitors. Akers sent the Indian &Yen in one, two three order
until the fourth Inning when a series of hits and errors tallied runs.
Taylor started off with a eke double
to right whith, but for the tall and
uncut grafts. Would have been 'good
.for three sacks at least. Quigley
bunted and made first on Hackett's
drop of Aker's throw. Quigley stole
second and Cooper's double scored
both runners. Cooper went to thirJ
on Wetzel's sacrifice and Haas hit to
short. Cooper was caught at home.
Haas stole second and scored on
Lloyd's single. Lloyd was thrown out
wbile trying to steal. Three runs.
In the eighth. inning five more
runs were shoved across. Quigley
fanned Coot* 16egled. stole seconh
and went to third on a passed hall.
Wetzel got a pass and Haas' patience
was rewarded with a gift. Three men
were on bytes, with one out when
the run getting began. it was quick
work and one big error did the biggest part of it. Lloyd- was 'tip and hit
a grounder to Livingston, who was
playlliglif for a Moir The hill passed be baseman and two tuns tallied.
"Chief" stolesceeolid When the argument was on, and Asher grounded
to third. Hagel fielding Haas out at
the plate. Lloy'd made third on the
choke,, and came In on Belt's wild
throw to third, Downing and Wright
singled, scoring Lloyd. A passed ba
.,11
brought Aaher and Downing In and
the side was retired on Taylor's
strike out. Five ittnne.
The summary:

mess

Scientists Affirm the Healthfulness
of Good Beer

Only 4 liar clause of fiat Seb.sluled
Doubleiticader Wsis Played
On Account of Bain.

Vincennes ......
i
Cairo
Jacksonville .......,
PADUCAH
Danville
Maroon

eat

roved

INDIANS SGORFt
SHUTOUT GAME

LEAGUE PARK
Double Header Tomorrow, Aug. 9

Paducah Vs. Jacksonville
First Game Called 1:30 P. M.
-se
I

LCiaAK, Belalff ES,
- the S'1, S1IAMSBW
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FOR COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE
it offers an unequalled opportunity
hot Class Only—Passenger Eith-vice Exclusivel
N,11 Oquirr.d En, prop
Modes. Mnrifolrt.. 91.0144115hflng, •n .1101
Ih..
ree Solar
:
b
4444,...i ‘
.
.r.
r:eratigta, 1Presk
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Elmk IA•nill lianairvat 10441k. art4 rasa,
Maw.
105. aliallUSMIN. 5.P. A. alanitau SteaosolOo Co.. Clocago

—The fortieth series of the Me.,
("March Dedication,
chanics Building and Loan Ass's) is
The Rev.,0. Dance Smithof Birdsnow open. This is a sure ten per .iite Ky,, will
preach the dedicatory
where carried
cent Investment,
sermon, at the dedication exercises
threugh to maturity, nnd pays six per'
.of the new Christian church Just becent on withdrawals. We also haveing completed on Goebel aienue.next.
money to lend. flee F. M. Fisher or
Sunday at 11 a. th, A dinner will be
E. G. Boone.
, Served on the grounds after the cerprnonfiot,

P.,Ve

ate the apple heea WO. !hero
were no lee erearg rifirlorm nrwii
60hael1be roe The SUS,

•
-1444A4A44,44

'toll

o !Laid my_q_knorejsteal
for the vearcity of Ideal citizens
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1' Ste. Meet:,

rtADE
LOCAL UNIONS ON HORSE PREFERS
LABOR RESOLUTION
WORK TO PLAY
on PasBreaks
for
Town.'
ture

Fire Department Pet

(Itlter I'lli011111, It Is Said, Will He Is lewdly Reconciled to His Ike
than Take the %lame
Section and Very Much EnUp.
joys Huai!).

•

VIE

PRINTERS'

itIOSOLt TIONS

The Paducah International TYpographical eniorseifo. 134 sesteiday afternoon adopted a reseletion denouncing the passage °La resolution, in Central Libor l'nion claiming it to be
4 Illegaes- passed., or pot pawed by a
eiffielent number of votes in the union.
Tee meeting yesterday afternoon was
printer in the
attendedeneenearly
city, and the following is the resolution adopted: ee
"At a spechteeneeting held Tuesday
August7, to consider and act on the
• resolutions as published in the local
Japers of the date of Augtet 3.
"It is the sense of this uniog. that
.t, International Tepographeal Union
leo. 134, denounce. these reseent ions se
published in the papers; berauseeIbee
• contain matterst relating to religion
and politire which are antagonistic
to the principles of the 1, T. U., end
It has 1nefeected that the Centraeleatsor Union be netlike! through Its
iseeretary under veal of Local Union

HAD

CHIEF

WOODS

111.27
,
1rED

•

SAFE AND RELIABLE.
That the roots of many native pianta,
growing wild in WU American forests,
possess remarkable properties for the cure
of human tualadies is well woven. EVen
the untutored Indian had learned the
curative value of sense of these and
taught the early settlerseheti uses.
beim, lever liked work so he wanted hie
Nee. to get well as seam as possible th-at
sew might do the work and let him bunt.
Therefore. he dug papoose not for her,
for that was their great remedy fur female weaknesses. Dr. Pierce uses the
same root,--called Blue Cohush—In his
"Favorite Prescription," skillfully combined with other agents that make it
more effective than any other medicine in
curing ail the various vieakneases and
painful derangements peculiar to women.
Many aftlicted women have been saved
from the operating table and the aka(eon'ssknife by the timely use of Tfoctor
erce'S Fat orite Prescription. Tenderness over the lower pelvic region, with
backacheatspells of dliZilleas, faintliesa,
bearing doe ii pains or distress should not
go unheeded. A course of 'Favorite Prearription" will work marvelous benefit
In all such caws. and gezieraely effect a
permanent cure if persisted in for a reasonable length of time. 'etre "Favorite
Preseription" Is a harmless agent, being
wholly prepared from native medicinal
roots, without a drop of alcohol in its
make up, whereas all other medicines,
put up for sale through druggists for
*omen's peculiar aliments..tain IerP
quantities of spirituous liquors, which
are very harmful, especially to delicate
women. ^
v()rite Prescription" contain.* neither aleshol nor harmful habitforming drugs. All Its Ingredients are
printed on each bottle wrapper. It, is a
powerful invigorating tonic, imparting
health and strength in particular to the
organs distinctly feminine. For weak
and sickly women, sho are "worn-out."
or debilitated, especially for women ho
work in store, office, or school-room, Su
sit at the typewriter or sewing mach
or bear heavy household burdens, and fur
nursing mote
lint.,Pieree'S Favorite
Prescription will prove a priceless benefit
levees." of its health - restoelug arid
strength-giving fewer.
For emstipation, the true, scientiac
cure is Dr. Pierce's Pleesant Pellets.
Mild. harmleelk yes gum.

REAL ESTATL
MORTGAGES di
LOANS * *
Lots on Tennessee and Jones streets*
between Sth ind 9th, $375 cash or
$400, part ota time.
412 South 9th St , C !-ooms In good
fix, at $1,650, part on time.
418 South 9th St., G rooms, house
good condition, at31,750, part tans.
503 Fountain Ave., C room house,
nice, water inside. excelent location.
See me a* to price which depends on
terms of payment.
Some excellent farm offers near city,
do now for sub-divisiun and pay handsome profit at once en present priors.
Madison St. Frr!titain Park corner
lot at $6541. -Only chance in park.
Nice North 5th St. 9-room house in
excellent condition at $3,e00. Only
3 blocks from Palmer'House.
Three houses, rents about $30
month. N. E. corner 6th and Ohio Sts.,
good investment at $2,400.
Have at all tittles Money to loan on
farm land at G per cent interest, 10
years' time. Certainly getting money
wanted If farm and title all right.
Have acre land just outside city
limits, In very 'holes location, can mall
in any quantity wa?ted from abcart
acres up. Weleffipened up with 'wide
streets and best offers in this class
about city.
Five acres 'fronting 515 feet on
south side of ilinkleville road tear
city limits at $21i0 acre. This Ian I
can be subdivided into lots and resold
at handsome profit. Easy payments
Five 4-room double houses on lots
each" 40x165 feet to 15 foot alley: on
north side of Clay street between 12111
and 13th streets at $1,050 each, $100
cash and balance in monthly payment
of $15. Rents .now at $10 mon[
These are bargains for investment, as
houses in good condition and grouna
rapidly rising in value. Take one ot
more.
One nicest ;-room houses in city
new, never been oceupled, all modern
ceeveniencee. near Madison St., Mine
Mg on Fauetain Ave. and opiste
Lang park, at $300., part on time.
This is fine offer rn good home. Look
at it and see.
4 6-10 acres near Wallace Park,
high, well drained, with excellent surroundings, GO foot street In front of it,
at $1,e00 on any reasonable payments
desired.

Prince. &Paducah fire -department
horse likes the "strendous -life" and
tried to throw away his two weeks'
vacation in order,to get bask nto the
harness and run to fires. As a result
ef Prince's love for the city he is
crippled slightly and it was only by
a rase of Fire Chief Wood that he
was kept on tee pasture where the
fire horses are sent for their rest every two weeks.
Chief Wood alternates in giving
his horses vacations, and. this week
It cams Prince's time to item* a
leave
absence. Prince Is a Young
horse, and when he was eed out of
his stall and started for the -tail and
anent,- he protested vigorously. He
polled and balked, but the halter
was strong and Prince 'soon found
himself off the old peat honest -tie
Fire C let
bey, which is used by
Wood as a pasture for iiis horses.
Prince was pieced within the fenced
encloture and left. The chief started
No 111, 1. T. II., end that a ear/ of back for town and Prince ...stood by
looking
theme resolution* tie given to the the eeven-foo; wise fence
as he drove
newspapers* of the ells for IltiblIca- longingly after him
Col. Gaither's tepee call.
away in his buggy.
ton.'
Harrodsbarg, Ky., August R. --He
It.
Prinee could not stand
Mernbere of the typographical union
Coe E. II Gaither, one of Kentucky's
declare ilikt suet Matters can be le- wanted to get back to 'the city and leading attorneys and
a
man of
one
experience the "etrennoua life •' It
gally acted on in Central Union
prominence In military affairs, came
atter they are weed on by the individ- was too quiet in the country for him. near losing his life In an encounter
ual salami,- and the unions' delegatei and he charged on the 'fence. The with an enraged buil.
lestructed as how to vote. It is fur- horse saw he could not knock it
The animal. 'which
Col. Gaither
Ober alleged that there were but 18 down, and wIsee concluded to jump was endeavoring to drive,
attacked
presit.
members it Central Labor Union
hen, and, after fossing him three
Me lithe bets
ent at the Gatie tne relies:MP= was
On heit
got - titin
passed and its passage was secured ed by the barbed wire
down. He managed to get hold of
Fire Chief Woods heard a noise the
over the protest of several mtenbers
horns of the beast, anti,. being a
present. There are forty odd dele- and looking around found Pekoe's Mall of
athletic build and Resat acnoise poked lovingly over his shoul- tele ,
gates to Centralesater Unrest
he succeeded in warding off a
met last der. He returned. placed the escaped
The Carpenters/ Union
thrust sufficient to have killed him.
night and endoreel the resolution horse in the pasture again and startBut for the timely arrival of two
pasied by Central Labor Union Thurs- ed for loan the second time, and colored men,
who succeeded
with
day night, and it is expected that the again Prince jumped the fence He great dlIdenity
In
rescuing Col
set
made Lute better success than the.
many Individual sonions will also
()either, he would surely have been
now that the matter has been brought first time, and more scratches were killed. As It is.
he has many tie')'Find-cleat Cottage or a rooms, just
to
Ise
legs.
vette-re.
added
up by the
wounds and Is terribly bruised. He
teronehoue on north side of
Chief Wood scratched hits/ head
will be confined to his room (
t, bet weertitir
In perplexity.ellitelrelerelleaFenitionA Healing teepee
oral weeks.
lir eel
at $3,500.
•_
Rev. J. (I Warren, pastor o! er, is on the farm and has a wonSeveralTtowlandtown Iota on $5 00
Sharon Ilsertire. Church, Reiser, Ge.. derful knack of opening the stable
Joe Rhinork lb Peril.
monthly payments.
says of Electric letters: "It's a God- door. He required several hours to
Covington, H) , August R. — Con24.0 acres best farm In county, only
send to maiskind. It cured me of do it, hut when locked up Dick algreseman Joseph L. Rhinock had a 4 miles from city, $1.500 cash and
morning,
be
out
by
ways
to
manages
complete
lame back, stiff )(lints, and
narrow escape yesteedry from ,seri- balance on ,5 years time. See me If you
physical collapse. I win so weak it and Chief Wood- locked Prince and
ons injury.. He had taken Presideiii want what will double In value In few
the.
and
drove
in
stable
Dice
up
mile.
walk
a
hour
to
took nip half anMatt J. Winn, of the New Louisville years. Resell at twice the price long
Two botiles of Ittlectrk Bitters have away.
Jockey club, to the station at Lato- before payments are due.
The following morning both hommade me 90 stronsee save just walked
nia, and the latter had just steppes"
minutes and feel es were found gallopIng'about the
FOR RENT.
three miles in
out of tte vehicle when the horses
flood 4-room house, newly papered,
like walking three more. It's Made a pasture answering imaginary alarms
became scared at a passing train
He
1119 N. 12th St., at MOO month
new Man Of Meer- Greatest remedy and Prince become reconciled.
and In their struggle -wrenched one
Liver
inclination
to
did not show the letst
515 Fountain Ave., 4-room cottage,
for weakuees and ail etornach,
of the hind wheels off. Mr Ittenock
t iti
front and back
porches, hall, weii
and Kidney comp:sesta. Sold ander leave and after a dressing of n
was thrown out frit (*leaped injury.
shaded lot 4.9x150 feet, tire rendition,
guarantee at IleP'herson's drag store Painful -wretches on his legs. Pri
started for a circuit of the pasture
3 grate dire places, bargain at $1.600
Price 50e.
Over Fourscore.
to see how fast he could go.
cash.
flopkinsville, Ky.. eegust —Cap"That is the first time I ever saw
4-rom house and 9 lots 4e feet wide,
—Our places are kreown: so are
Chief tain W. S. Goodwin died this mora- surrounded by lots wild and selling
horse refuse a vacation."
a
about
teem;
we. Ask your neighbor
some have used them over thirty Wood declared, "but he sure did ine, aged 53 years, after a lingering fast, at 5250 each, whole offer for
years; they are guaranteed from sev- want to get back to the city, and 1 Illness incident to old age. efe was $2,-00.0 white is a great bargain. See
a native of Trigg county He leaves me and got details.
en years to ineefinite time. D. H. had- aebard time with him."
three daughter, and three sons. He
5-room house on east side 8. 4th 86.,
Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.
wie be burled at Cerulean Springs between Clark and Adams, at $1,860.
DON'T OWE whim
When your joints 5,-he and you suffer tomorrow. He was the oldest mem7-room house, S. 4th between Clark
Luckiest Man in Arkansan.
from Rheumatism. Ray a bottle of
ber
Baptist
of
the
here.
One
and
church
Adams, west side, sewer connecget
inLiniment
aind
Itallurtre
Snow
Arkanin
man
luck:yet
"I am the
etunt reiter. A positive cure for RhetiSas, writes H. le Stanley of Brume; matisni. Burns, Cuta,.Contracttd Mug- of his daughters lives in Anson, Tex., tions and modern conveniences, at
$2,85.0,
etc. Mr. I. T. Doom a and two sons in Fresno, Cal.
"sire's the restoration of my wife's ries, Sore Chest.
pronsinent merchant at Welow Point.
These are sampies. Ask for what
health after five years of continuous Texas. sap* that he finds Rallard'a
Liniment the best all round LIM.
Hoeleneville
College
Opens.
you
want and we can furnish It.
roughing and bleeditng fro mthe lungs: Snow
inent he ever 'iced."
•
MI drugg•IftikSold
Hopkinsville, Ky., August R.—The
Afew more lots unsold in the Terand I owe me good fortune to She
Bethel Baptist association met this rell Fountain Park addition a: Mt
world's greatest medicine, Dr. King's
ConsumptiOn.
morning in its eighty-second annual each on payments of $26 cash and
Discovery for
New
session With Moderator William H. balance $6 per month. These are
- which I know from experience _will
Yearrison, of
Rusaelleille, in the the best monthly payment lots now
cure consempiloa if taken In time
. The body embraces more than tobe had about the city and will
My wife improved with the flee bol- Have Made. Niaity Padmali Reeidenta crarrEnthusiastic,
40 Baptist churches In
Christian, soon be gone. More future rise in
tle and tare:ve -bottles completed tee
Todd, Logan and parts of other coun- value In, these -,lots than any you
cure." Cares the worst coughs and s —
No wonder scores of Panticah citi- lles About one hundred delegates can get for homes.
coide or money reel-tided. At Mee
*
For
Sale—Six-room cottage, on
Ptherson's drug store. Oen and ;LH. zens grow enthuelastie. It is enough are in attendance.
to make anyone happy to find relief
S. N. corner 7th and Harrison; let
Triel bottle tree..
after yeres of suffering. Public stateinches by 1'65. feet; stable,
' now's. ow nuts: .
lose 011 Interest when help Tim
festorrshe For The Sees.
ments ilke the fllowing are but And.
within reach: Berldne will make that ervants' house; on long, easy paytruthful repreeentations of the daily- Byer perform its duties properly. .Is Meats. Only $300 cash. See me
B. Vaughn, Elba, Ale., wrItea: "Being
by Doane A reactant sufferer from constrpatIon for details and get home in best reswork One. in .Pgeticah
and a disordered liver, T, have found idence parr of north, side.
Kidney Pills.
II•rhine to be the best modielne for
J. B. Roark, of 1027 South Fifth these troubles' on the market. I, ha•v
Chance for colored people. Have
used It rionatantly. I believe it fa be half dozed houseelor sale at prices
street, says: "I do not want It un- tMe
best nietilelne of Its kind, and I
----- =
derstood that Doan's Kidney Pills, wish all sufteters from (Ilea, troubles $50-0 to $1000 on very easy paySn knew the good Iterbine has done ments. Small ceah and afterwards
Cannot possibly be accnm
procured at Aivey & List's dm*
.
Sold by all druggists,'
by thdf month.
plished unless you have the
store; have radically cured me of atNow is We tithe to get small
proper manacure tools and
tacks of backache, but -I have been
the best players on places for country homes. Can sell
benefited incalculably by the treat- —We eandle
. ,
use the approved brands of
the market: We also .handle a cheep sice lots from 5 aces up in very dement. I never expected to be' free
polish and powders. We have
,./ H. sirable location, near electric cars.
from kidney complaint., for I have player. See us for prices.
9-room house, 6 blocks from postrecently received ethe most
suffered meerticiatingly when the at- Baldwin & company, 520 Brosi'dway. office, north side, sewer connected.
complee assortment of manatacks were at their height. 1 con-id
at $3,500, of the
in best part of
eisst.olumat IN PAIN
cure requisites. ever shown in
not stoop without pain; could not Never- cry
as do children who are aut. only $500 cesh, balaece $30 month.
Western Kentucky, Would
without (tiring from hunger. Such Is the cause
strairten after stooping
Don't forget that I have at all
of all babies who cry and are treated
was enable to for sickness, when they really are
plenty of runey to loan on
twinges and often
tittles
be pleased to have ycu' inmutturn %Abed without actually groan- tering from hunger. This is caused farm mortvges at six per cent inspect them, as we feel confifrom their food not 'being assimilated
ing. Any remedy which given the hut devoured by worm.. A stew doses terest ten years time.
dent you will find some artior White's Cream Vermituare will cause
relief tete Doan's Kidney Pale have them to Cease crying
and begin to
cle in the assortment that
given to me deterve -the ehdoree- thrive at once. Give,it a trial. •
3ou need,
ment of the pulede."
ROOM 5,
The 'reams Wonder
Brine Us lour
For Stile by all dealers. Price 50
Cures
all
kidney,
bladder and thew
writs. Foster-Milburn'compete': BufPre cri-iptirm S
TRUXHEART BUILDING.
falo, New York, sole agents for the 'matte troubles; sold by J. if. 0•131..
achlaeger,
601
Broadway,
Dr.
M.
W
'United States.
Old Phone 907-Red.
oMM 1193d Olive Crest, it
Remember. the name - Dean's —
LOWS, MO.
end take pp other.
ADOOMIL
—
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ONE=FOURTH OFF
ON ODD TROUSERS

-

Buy a Pair and Make
an Old Suit New
IIIS sale is probably awaited with more
interest than any of our 'Money-saving
cut price sales, with the exception of the
suit sale, as the ec nomical dressers recognize the opportuni 'es it affords of making a
new suit out of an old one by, the addition
of,a pair of' odd trousers. The trousers
usually wear opt long _before the coat to a
svit seems worn, and the addition of a new
pair renews the suit.
In this sale we have put all of our odd
trousers, and there are just any number .of ',
most excellent bargaRis in the lot--the famous Paragon trousers being among them.
Po Men's Trousers f7 E n
now
41

saU

'
$8 oo Men's Trousers
now ............---

67 '3o Men's Trousers
now. ........
St, no Men's Trousers
now.
—.

$5 oo Men's Trousers

now •

eq

7E

$)3,10

3,00
6.00 ,' ,_,9
5,6.25
3
1.50
4.50 52
TronSers

83,no Men's Trousers
now,,,.........
.2
oo Metts Troopers
now,

11 you have a blue or black serge, a
light pair of trousers are just- the thing to
.
tone up the suit.

Th.

rAr

•

•
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HAPPY RESULTS

o

•

B? tt...4

Care of'the Nails

W.M.JAN ES

McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway

BELVEDERE
The Paducah Beer
AND PROMOTE A NNE ,INDUSTRY
Every time you order or call
for BELVEDERE BEER you
are furthering a home industry.
• The Paducah Brewery Company employs only 110ME
LABOR, and adds to the pay
rolls of Paducap, BO every
cent you spend for BELVEDERE remains at home. We
don't solicit your business on
that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled
by any beer-4z)n the market.
In truth, we believe it surpasses
any in purity, taste and health
diving qualities. Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah beer,
'the next time,. In fact

ALL THE TIME

Drink Belvedere
Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.

ee.

PAGE FATR.

PT!pmntropri
SUPPLY UNLIMITED.

Pabucab Oun

.
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-11 1
.

AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

•
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— HE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
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WEDNESDAY.

BROADWAY CURBS PADUCAH MEN
TO BE REPAIRED
FOR CONGRESS

as. mealtime
PAXTON. Genesi Mown%

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Sawed se sae possaillee es Pathan. Ky., as
seeped dem soasoar.)
TN& DAILY SUN
Hy sorrier, per week......
by mall, per month. In aemaes.____-— .10

Contractor's Representative Judge Lightfoot and Senator
Is Making tEtTort.
Campbell Waiting

11.110

Hy mall, per year, In adxSaee

The Board of Works WW Consider Tisely Friend's Ant Grooming
TIlis at the Messina Tu.
for the I lungreesenail'e NM*
day.
Joie
•

THE WEEKLY SUN
91:110
ear year, by mall. postage paid
Address. THE SUN,Paelasak. Ky.
Omuta, 115 Sousa Third.

Tessenowss

Render
COAL,

A

MIME
111••••

A

sk

Parse I Tease Chinn an Sew York rep
ressateuveg.
_
THE 81.734 oan be found all the following
gloom:
H. D. Clements Oe
Van Culla Bros.
PlbaNfOr Howse.
John wtheiss.

OTHER CITY ROL"TISE MATTERS RACE WOULD BE INTERESTING.

The board of public workas
meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock and
take definite action towards repairing
the curb and gutter on Broadway
from Fifth to Ninth street. Two
weeks ago the board gave the contractors, the - Anchor Roof and Paving company, of Evansville. IN. onAugust 8 to begin work, but nothing has yet been done.

114•00,
WEDNEhDAY, AUGUST te
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.

•
In the event that 011ie James runs
for governor Padticab will haye two,
and probably more, candidates for the
eongreselonal
norination, County
Judge R. T. Lightlinot and Slate Senator J. Wheeler Campbell, and both
will make strong fights for the place
' Judge Lightfoot hart been given
credit with nursing congressional eshis
t/Inaba) for spine time, and
friends say he is a sure entry, - and a
winner. He. is on of the most popular officials the county has ever had
A bright, energetic resourceful lawyer, he has had very. marked tetWeS411a
since removing to Paducah about ten
years ago. On the etump he is a pleasing witty speaber and a logical reasoner, worthy of any foeraan and If
estm
. term the race will no doubt take
thrie
mpM
the stu
the entire sand go over

Mr, C. E. Jennings I. the local
July 17.-3965
agent for the company and is negotiJuly 18....39
ating with concrete Men to repair
July 19.-3955
the defects. Mr. Robert Boswell exJuly 20—.3958
examined the specifications
July 21....3961
this
morning In City Engineer L. A.
July 23....3e44
NVashington's office, and will make
July 24—.3940
Mr. Jennings a bid on. the work. OthJuly 25....3987
er concrete men are expected to hid,
July 26....4017
and the company is putting forth evJuly 27....8385
Th• Colonel: "I fancy your wife lost her temper today."
ery effort to•have the repairing begirt
July 28....3961
Smith: "Not • bit of it. She has in Imusisaustible supply."
at once. The matter will come before
July 30....3987 •
the board this afternoon. and If Mr. Senator Campbell has been one of the
'
July 31—.3942 these debilitatina August days. Thel
Jennings has not come to some satis- beet and most prominent workers in
city te not sounding lou-I
factory agreement with concrete men the legislature since his first term. He
Total
.A.'.117.427 ilW4 -4009-143116s summer.
the board will take the ipatter in Immediately established himself as a
Average July. 190ti
418Z
4 . 0
charge, do the work Itself, and !speaker we:I able to take care of him3710
Average July, 1905
No, that buzzing noise you bear it
not the bum of the distant automobile. IMPROVEMENTS IN THIS SEC- charge it to the contractors who are self In any cause when he Ana went
still under a maintenance bond.
TION .tRE EXTEl44IVE.
to Frankfott. and nis career has beer
Increase
422 It is the political pot getting into conThe matter of accepting a bond marked with some very effective work
dition.
from Thomas Bridges' Sons. for the He comes of a family noted for flet
Personally appeared before me.
There was many "a dark man cornthis August 1, 1906. E. J. Paxton,
work on curbs, gutters and pave- macv of speech and keen inter" —
general manager of The Sun, Who af- ing ant a bundle, (-coming along, gus- Both Companies ?tn. Spending Large ments on Jefferson from Fourteenth If he takes the stump for ete.,_
• Mums and Kneading ranee—
to Nineteenth- street will come up.
firms that the above statement 4::44 the to' hie song" on the streets today.
Mona! nomination, which I. more
(newtons..
City Engineer L. A. Washington probable in the event that James get -1
circulation Of The Sun for the month
You are right. Mr. Mayor. Make
of July, 1906, Is true to the best of
will have reports relative to street after _the _govereorship, _the district
tire diuganits. wirer fl"The'MTiImprovement work and the remain- will be treated to some of those filet
•11i ridowiedge and a#ner. ala live up to the law.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Publk.
Mant improvementl are being made der of the business will be routine. of eloquence for which the state in I.
My commission expires January
Years gone by was famed.
by both telephone companies in city
22. 1908.
and surrounding coirstry. The Home
To Improve Park.
'For the gayety of the district, it Is
•
Telephose company is spending $160,If the aldermen pass the resolu- hoped by more than one 101fer Of poDane Thought.
000 in the city. and $4400,4100 in west tion passed iv the lower•boari Mon• litical betties that James will seek the
Kentucky. The improvements under da night giving the park Aommiasion- governorship nomination just so rh4
"Let no day pass withoet some felPowship with books
way embrace both the service at the ere $1,600, this year for its work. First district can pull off an old-time
90EY4 GREAT ,DeMAGE IN Coil).
exchanges and estensive otitside addi- the commissioners will immediately political canvas. ,
nests,
9441)0 AND TEXAS.
This Is the day the colored „man
tions and Changes.
take steps to put Lang park in good
celebrates bis emancipation from bondILLINOIS CEN'TRAL
The • East Telepeone company at. condition.
•
age, and no man begrudges him his
EXCURSION stm,Larrrk
ptesent employs 10R men and R2 woremelts of the park Is a very pretOwensboro, KY.--nev en Hill, Ch
obvervance of the anniversary. -Ws Rome liven and nitich Live Klock .and men. . Its lines are t bong
attended Liteemenned It -will require but gory
beet well wisher is his former master.
Proptri) liosf hkelse !Morro ni
over all the sorrounding costry so little expense comparatively, to tin. tauqua. Dates of sale 'Anon( 1st itAn this day the colored man should
Home feline's.
that the farmer in his home tnay tele- prove it. Th• fence will be taken 21st, 1906, limit August 242nd, 1906
take a rearward view over the course
phone anywhere.
down it once, the weeds and gran Round trip rate $5.70, limit three
days from date of rale. Round :he has come in the laet 40 years, esThe Home Telephone company now cut, pretbably some walks laid, and'a
rate $4.75.
timate the progress he has made, tales
fountain
Installed,
the
but,
most,
at
undergreund
has
conduits
extending
Fort Worth. Tex., Aug. R - -West
Lexington, . Ky.—National Grend i
Slesson from his mistake* and raisers
work
will
preliminary
genbe
a
to
from the exchange on North Fifth
United Brothers of Friend -1to make a better showing by the time Central Texas has been visited by a
Ledge
street out Kentpcky avenue to Ninth eral scheme of improvernentathecors
and Sisters of the Mysterious T4e.
the next anniversary rolls around. torrential rain and great dnmage has
Mitutioners
consideration.
under
have
street,
across to Broadway and Out
The colored. man should bring up bla been done to growing crops. The
Dates of sea duly 29th., 30th and
The people of Fountain avenue are
Broadway for some distance
UnderAugust 1st, 1906, limit August 50- '
children to observe the day. not as y Tampa's branch of the Santa Fe railpleasedover
the
improspects
of
groom'
wires
become
rarely
deranged
1904. Round trip rate $9.35.
mere holiday for a frolic, but as a way ha• been pat out of business by
proving
the
park,
whielP has long
and any trouble can be located (timely
'solemn semen of thankfulness and in- washouts. Several bridges have been
Minneapolis and St. Peal, Mimi.—
by delicate instruments at the ex- 'been a mere waste where the weeds
trospection. Too many are inclined rendered enlarge, but none has actualNational Encampment Grand
Arm,'
and
grass
run
have
riot.
avenue
change
The
office%
They
also increase the
Republic. Dates of sale A
to assume the holiday feature as the y washed away. At Brownwood,
of
the
appearance of streets and make fire le one of prettiest thoroughfares in
whole of the day, and In this the col- Preaa bayou, which flows Into the
gust 11th, 12th and 15th, 1946,
city, and the park will add a very am•
fighting easier.
Colorado
river,
rose
rapidly
go
that
turn limit August 21st, 1$04; by Ii.
ored man is not without his whi e
tractive feature to it.
c.ountsrpart. 'The Fourth of July and some of the people Ilving in the lowpositing ticket an paying fee of 60
Iniah
G.
Itodhatt.
The
park
commissioners'
plan to cents tickets can be extended to
even 'Thanksgieing. perhaps the moot lands had to flee for sate0. There
SepMr.
T'riah
G.
Rodin'',
47 years old. put parks about the alas of Lang
characteristic American festival, have were several narrow Heaps bat
tember 30th 1906. Round trip rate
died
Tuesday
his
Ha.npat
near
home
park
In
each
ward
of
the
city
has
In a measure' lost their significance deaths.
$14.00.
ton, Livingston county, of pneumonia met hearty approval in every qdrirAbout slfmre. of track of the Santhrough the _carelenness of parents.
Atlantic City, N. J., and return.—
and Myer lifer a several days' illnas. ter, and each day the park bond
Few children these days receive much ta Fe has been yasbed out
$P3.70. Dates of sale August 2nd
He was well knows here. The funeral scheme becomes more popular, as the
1946, return limit August 13th,
patriotic Instruction
outside
the
was held,Tuesday afernoon. 'He Was people appreciate just what It rneans.
1906. Train No, 104 August . 9th,
arhoei room. Atinieersariee. Ruch at
S. •
a brother of Messrs. Frank and
Fart Worth Aug. 9 --Reports re1906, return limit August 23rd,
the colored man celebraets today , are
Charne Roden. this city. Will RodHEAVY RAINSTORM
11106. August 16th, 1906, return
only valuable as they are made tree of rented herd today says Canon City.
fus, another brother, survives him in
limit August 30K, 1904.
by the individuals to"Inventory tbeir Col., suffered sevetiely from the cyLivingston county.
Result, in (lite Tragedy in Illinois - Niagara Falls, N. Y., and unmet.—
accomplishments. that they may take clone yesterday. Several people are
Tows,
coo rage from performances of the past, reported killed and, Injnred. The
$17.05. Dates of sale—TraIns No.
Mr. Robert Harper, orEddyvnie, is
122 and No. 102, July 27th end No.
ahertain in irjiet channels sticcees lies same etorm raged at Amarillo, Texas...vistiting friends
In the city.
Orangeville. Ill., Aug. S.- wle'reat- 104 July 28th, 1904, return limit
'
dee family mimed -Riggs, living
and carefully notallm_errors that they An eti
tempting to rescue Robert Messer, a August .8th, 1906. Trains No 122,
maw be avoided in the future. Keep- four miles from Amarillo wee
• Rot Days Beneficial.
banker. from a tree where he was ma- and No. 442•Airliest 8th and No. 144
ing the books rightly ',balanced and by lightning. Reports front San An.
It is strange we never stop to rerooned by a sudden. rush of water August 9th, Mtern limit August 20th.
watching the stock is the secret of peke Ballinger and Brownwood
alIze
the hot days are good for
through'the 'streets last evening. Hoary Trains No., 122 and 102 Augur Nth
that the waters are receding and the
summer In life.
us They-mse.tho', just as they are
Bartlett was drowned. The tragedy and No. 104 August 25th„ 1906, reworst of the flood is over. Great damfor
crops.
good
Nature sends the hot
was caused by the heaviest rainstotm turn theft September 6th, 1906,
The board of public works, meets age was done crops and ,property and
days to give us a good "sweating"this city ever experienced.
today. The board of health has as- stock. The Union fire department _reOld Point Comfort, Va., and return
-if -the use of the vulgar worti.*Isayert
ports
eleven persons lost their live, In
certained that Bradshaw creek is be—918.711. 'Tickets will be sold for
minable for in this way It eliminates
STRIKE OVER.
ing treed as the depository of refuse, floods.
trains No. 122- and No. 102 of August
some of tile poisons from our sysand at the last meetiag decided to re
104h, and No, 104 August 11th, 1906,
tems. If- we would get ont of'doors, Beninese
Conditions as Odeon Will Be limited to August Beth, 1906.
ter the matter to the board of public
ISOLATED BY WATER.
instead of sitting in the'shady nooks,
Better Than Ever,
. works to abate the nuisance. The two
Roanoke, Va.— National Fireand take two or three houes in tee
departments shou:d co-operate in mem. in Teems and coloristic' Ovei:men's Association. Dates of sale Auopen ahr•with the "boiling sen"..ern.
zLiverpool, Aug. FL—Cablegrams re- gust 1,2 and 13. 1906,
bringing about a.sanitary condition of .
flows and
Ihtmage.
limited to Aulag us right we would feel fats bet- ;Weed by
shippers from Odeesa, tithes- gust 31, 1906. By depositing
this little stream, which may become
San Angelo, Tex , August R. — ter, and be lots better.
ticket
Ma, state that the strike there Is over. and paying
a menace to the city's health.
fee of 50 cents, tickets
This city is eomplejely isolated on
This is a correct theory. and Is, It is' expected
the suppression of the can be extended to
September 15,
amount of rite high water. The town the theory that prompted the invenstrike will clear the air and business 1906. Round
Never did Oreuruhns strain his eyes
trip rite $19.65.
is located on Conch° river. A man, tion of the hot-air treatments I
sin
will
proceed tender 'bent* conditions
more eagerly for' the outlines of the
Peoria, In.— National Encamphis wife and three children were giving with such success In my prat'
s. than nefore.
. western hemisphere than 4W-the pollment Sons of'Veterans Ti. S. A. Dates
drowned near the city. Enter' county t:ee. When used in connection with
tkiane of the Fing Kentstaky district
of sale August 19 and 20, 1906, lim.1
:
k covered with water. At Ballinger Osteopathy it Is a specific for
the
• for the sweeping outlises of "Our
BETTER itlePORT.
ited to August Z1, 1904. Round trip
on the Colorado • river a great alibients that
give WI Pathirebene
011ie," who is sailing home to us.
rate $11.55.
amount of Mock was drowned and a the most trouble, malaria, chills
and Deposetoat in Defunct Chicago Bank
with his own Mtn. secret carefully
Prhurton, Ky.—U. C. V. reline:in.
town inuAated. People are forted to fever and biliousness, and I
can In
hidden in his ample breast.
Wilt Save Something.
Date of sale August let, 1946. Limit
seek refuge in churches and school just a few minutes show anyone
sufAugust 2nd, 1906. Rotini trip rate
houses. The property loss is enor- fering 'of these ailments
why they
if the Louisville Herald is to be
Chicago, Aug. R —Investigators in- 11.911.
Mous.
- '
yield
so
readily to the treatment,
credited, Goiernor Beckham has been
to affairs of the Milwaukee Avenne
Milwaukee, Wis.— Grand Aerie
can refer foe to people you kart% State bank were
411-tven to the "tall timber" in search
some what cheered Fraternal Order of
Eagles. Dates of
Indiana's Contribution.
who will attest_te my statements.
of a candidate for governor. Well,
this morning when informed by Ex- sale
August 10, 11 and 12, 1906,
Indianapollx.
Aug
9
Two work „ If you feel drowsy, and
we grow ern tall and straight in we.
tired: aminer Jones that the bank had !suffi- limit
August 22, 1906. Round trip
trains on the Vandal's railroad col- feel like you had a tapt band around cient
Kentucky.
assets to pay at least 25 per cent rate $15.50.
lided this morning at Belmont aveaue your head which was being drawn of
their holdings.
Aehlend, Ky.—Kentoeky State SunJudge Puryear announces' that lye and Vanden., crossing this city. One rin.er all the time: if you are sufferday School Association. Dates of tale
train,
with
loaded
workmen
ing
of
was
lodigestion or any form, a
dewill stand on his reeord4in his camMarriage Licenses.
Augitst 20th and 2Is
(te
Lime
paign for the Democratic nomlnatlin railed slid wrecked. Thorns Wren, a e011ibe of Osteopathic and dry hotreflex Tyler, 'city 48, to Bettie
August 26th. Round trip r
$17.1i0,
brakemee.
was
sir
led
and
treatments
six
workwill
bring
a
quick Bearders. city, 35.
for pollee ludas. He will "stand" a
J. T. DONOVAN, Agt. _ City ()Mee
men injured.
cult, and do so without the aid of
Tom Crane, city. 23, to Nellie Mc- . 610
chance of recording in ,loo.
Broaewas.
anything hut aids to 'Nature.
Carthy. oily. 22.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
It. M. PRATHER, A.gt , Union DeMy
office
hours are from 9 to 12
(leaping, _Sweltering Manhattan's Ryser/ dose amass me het nettle • tioelhu
pot.
Mrs. .1 G. Miller left today for a
voke- 1i choked with the best tangent Miele 'eines right sete en th• and from 2 to 5, Dr. G. B. Proem
steam ease plea overmans. Price es eh.
518 Broadway, Phone 1407,
vise in Caldwell tousty, Ky.
•
Sabecribe
Fee Dee Oink
_
Jut,'
July 3—.2951
Jule 4—.3952
July 5....3951
July 6,...4019
Juir.• 7....3935
July 9- -3936
July 10....3923
July 11....3969
July 12....3999
July 13....3964
14....3968
July 16....3957
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flW PADTTOAH PAINING SUN

A LOT OF STRIPED WgITE
GROUND MOHAIR SKIRTS
That were very cheap at $7.50, will be on sale tomorrow morning for

$4.98
A complete line of sizes and the best kind o
skirts for summer wear.

Olk

.0

I

317
Broadway

triSkj

317
Broadway

---On atcount of the colored celebratious no band concert will be given on. the street corners tonight by
tee Paducah Military
band, Prof.
King, the director and manager, has
postponed it. until Thursday night.
- -This morning the laaniaville GIant*s and Paducah Sterlings, colored
baseball teams played an 11 inning
genic which was won by the Paaucala
Learn by a score of 3 to 2.

LOC1L LINES.
-For Dr..Pendley ring 414.
-C. L. Hi %lawn & Co. have moved
their flower store to 629 Broadway.
-1)r. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.

-The Kentucky state convention
of the Christian church will be 4e.s1
--Old Reliable
Ciirterville, Ill.,
in -the First Christian church Fdllsrth washed nut, and egg coal is the
and Wa:aut streets, Loaneville, Sep- cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
tember 24t,h to 27th., and It eromlies
- -Drs. Frank Boyd and P H. Stew to be a convention of unustial !Merit. are will Leclerc at the next meeting of
A low railroad rate of one fare pas the Academy of Medicine on "Abdom95 cents for the round trip front all inal Surgers." At the- meeting latet
points In Kentucky ha e been secured night at the Carnegie library ,Dr Verand telly 2,e0Y &eaglets:* are expectel non Blythe lectured on "Infant Feedto be in attendance.
ing."
-The Sun office Is pr
ed to fur-A revival Is being conducted at
s,
With the very latest things in
raved the Rescue Illasion. 431 South Third
%
or printed calling cards and invitatIoni street, by the Rev. R. W. Chiles, as/
for any sort, and -is making medal sisted by Evangelist W. M. Lidwell
prices now, for a few Weand wife. of Nashville, and Rev. J. 0.
--Mr. Fred le Ashton, civil terries Yates, of 'Mayfield: Good singing and
.
examiner for this district, received au- 'services, as well as good milts are
----thentity for tiro- monvennoteattorm
preemie-or every service- -190011120d1"
positions this morning. They are for attending will be made welcome.
"engineer," September 5. and "Aimee." Philippine service, August IS.

ir

C.

r-DT, V. Boone, physician. Phones
951-272. Oflice Fraternity building.
-Our customer} are our best advertisers. Ask your neighbor. Bredley Bros. Phone 339.
-We guarantee to please you
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal.
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
-When going away or looking
for a friend or I-illative. ring us up.
Remember our Carriages are for
white people only. Our service and
carriages are the best. Prices reasonable and uniformly the same. Both
phones 768, Palmer Tranefer Co.
--Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Bros. are sole ageets.tor carter-Title,
Ill.. washed coal. Shone 339.
-Dr. J. V. Vorlg, deneet. 200 Fraternity building.
' The annual $5.40 excursion to Mingo via. I. C. R. R. wi;I be run
Tuesday. August 21st. A great many
people are prepa-Ing to take advantage of this special excursion, which is
the most popular run by the lillnous
Central railroad.
-Before leaving on your summer
vacation don't fail to have The Sun
forwarded to you. Address changed
as often as desired. Be careful to
give postonice, hotel or street ad-

dress.
,-The fortieth iseriee of the Mechanics Building And Loan Aas'n is
now open. This Is a sure ten per
where carrtee
cent investment,
through to-matte-Hy, and pays six per
cent on withdrawals. We also ere
money to lend, Bee F. M. Fisher or
E. G. Boone.
-Onelhad of Our coal will mike
you an- advertisee for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339.
--I•dies, get one of those Phoebe
Pan Purses at R. D. Cements & company, the latest in purses and a great
convenient* to the wearer

•
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OD CREAM

L,
THE SKIN
C
.
LEANS
LEA NSES
THE COMPLEXION

TRY IT
15c OUNCE, 2 OUNCES FOR 25e
Invaluable for freeing the
skin from sallowness and
sunburn. It fills out wrinkles
and produces firm, round
gm-faces.

Om Is Crusy sod Mho led Part

R. W.WALKER CO.
•

Inc ry'rati.cl
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MO how HI
Saillinarway.
Night Bell el Bide Door,

People and
Pleasant Events
Pert/es sending In accounts se SO.
dal elle else
its will please dam
them, as The Sun will not publish
communications sent in that are not
I signed.
Min Piney Weds.
The HopkinsvIlle Kentuckian of
Tuesday says:
The news has just been received
here of the marriage about two weeks
ago of Mies Rena Plater, daughter of
Rec. W. K. Pince., formerly pastor of
the Metbodjst church here, and Me.
Charke Ocechord, son of ()eerie* F.
Colchord, president of the State National bank of Oklahoma City and one
of that city's most influential and
wealthy_ citizens. The bride's father
us now pastor of the Methodist church
at Oklahoma City, The couple had
been engaged for some time and the
wedding set for nekt fail, but while
they were at a home party at Silver
Springs, Michigan they derided :to
have the ceremony.-performed at once
Pretty Party.
Miss Blanche Street entertained in
a charming manner last evening at
her home on South Sixth street, complimentary to Miss Flora Rohr, who
Ts visiting Miss Erma Reitz. The
Inclement weather caused the party
to be changed from the lawn to the
house. Refreshments were served to
those present, who numbered Misses
Erma fleet. Flora attains Jeanette
Pieter, fleulah, Rogers. Mike Caldwell, Kate Bauer, Inez Trent and
Messrs. Prank Donovan, Roy Prayther, Arnold and
Robert Palmer,
John Culimaine, Will Baker and Sutton and DosiA'orten.

PAGE MIL

York, R. re Brier, Louisville: Ct.
Clair Berns, New York; W. L. Wilkins, Baltimore; C. F. Butt, Si. Louie
W. W. White, Detroit, Mid;' R.
Young, Nashville, Tene.; J. D. Smiles,
HOpkinsville, Ky.
Bekedere: J. A. Tyner, Nsshville
Tete! E. Wicker, Joshua, Tex.;
Joseph Frankets. Louisville: F. J.
Boulder. Indianapolle Ind.; M. liE.
Shaeteau. Walton, Ind.; Itadwate
Spohm, Walton, Inds J. A. (Hannon.
0.; 3, R. Wright, LouisColumbus.
vi

HART'S

r

A boy baby was born le Mrs. J. C
Butler of 13115 Routh Sixth street
Monday night.
Mr. LonieRieke Is improving at
his home on North Seventh street.
Capt. T. J. Moore shows marked
idiprovement in his condition' as,
t the
Riverside hospital today.
_Mrs. Henry P. Yeiser, of Cincinnati, will arrive tonight to visit Mayor and Mrs. D. A. Yeiser at their
country horns
Mr. api Mrs. J. C. Cummings and
family, or Jackson street. left this
morning or Peoria, III., to attend tlo
ethers) ox. Mrs, Commingle father, Mr
Devine.
Me, Walter Scott has returned front
Evansville, where she had been on a
,visit.
Miss Carrie (Iriffith, veto has been
attending a house party given by Miss;
Harvey Amoss at Cobh Ky . has returned home
Mr. Charles Abluott, of iNarch•Ille,
1s in the city visiting relatives sad
fri.ar
M ti.4Re bert Ely hays gone to Benton
and other places in Marshall county to
visit.
Mrs. Carrie Oirardey ant Mire Carrie Warren are spending several days
at Dixon Springs.
Mesdames R. Rowland and Kate
Stuart, and ,3410304 i.,ueila Clark, Dorothy Rowland, Rertha Carter and
Elizabeth Weimer have returned front
a trip up t
to river.
Mrs 1)
es has gone to Morganfield, Ku , on
visit to her parents. Before returning she will also
visit in Henderson Ky.

July Prices

MOLICWC:VO

rausT S.

•

On Housefurnishing
Goods
Are Eye Openers. A
iiNOWCV1,10

WEDNTAB 11-.

Splendid Line
At s
Extreinely Low
Prices.

GEO.0. HART k.SONS CO.

104329CSIESICEWINEXIMENMESSICISSICICICICVOLV‘183001001.4111161100696"N
Dinner Party.
Miss Ethel Seamon entertained
paid for by G. W. Robertson.
charmingly last evening with a din.FOR SALE CHEAP--Four Ir0011n
ner party at her home on South
cottage with 2410-foot lot, on South
TIPS.
Fifth street. in honor of the Misses
Seventh. :Terms on application. J.
Lune and EssleDoughit.Mayfield.who
Mrs. John G. Rinkleff has returned
Wes Trent mans Phone- Ilitifr:---'are the" guests of the Wises Bey.ers,'after a sojourn at'flaIng
REGFSTERED-Two bulls, one
of Monroe street. Covers were laid
Mr. H. H Bowen, of Evansville, Is
WHEN YOU GET RATES of fits herford and one polanger. I stand
for nine and the color scheme of in the city on a htisiness trip.
red and white was effectively carried
Mr. and Mrs. J C. Butler, of Smith Insurance on your properties, you will them at ley' cents each on Stephen
out in the table decoration and re- Sixth street, are parents of a baby find them alike everywhere, as rates Menard's farm. W. M. Meyer.
are alike, but agents are not. Writing
freshments. These present were: boy.
J. E. MORGAN, ela-,Ckamite, 4-01
fire and Cyclone Insuranae exclu- S. Third. Old phone 157. Superior
Mistime Lillian, Lorena and Carrie
Attorney J R. Grogan went to MurBeyer
Catherine Rock, Marjorie ray this morning to attend Calloway sively, we are better prepared to pro- work guaranteed
Exclusive agent
Marnmen, Luna Double Ethel Sea- remit court . the remaindea of the tect your interests. The companies for floes stone aide wire tires the beet
we represent are south& -solid and sol- rubber tiras made
nion, Florence Mammen and East. week.
f.
Med.
vent. Conte and see us and get postDonghit.
Mr. A. L. Jaynes. district manager
WANTED MEN EVERYWHERE
The Illinois (Matra! Railroad comed
Office No. 103 South Second
of the Cumberland Telephone com-Good pay-to dlatribute circulars',
pany wag yesterday afternIoa flyed in
street..
Office
‘phone
No.
910
red.
A Paducah Antatenr.
pany, returned ties morning from Fuladv. matter, tack signs, etc. No ranplce court on an o'd warrant (-bergResidence phone No. 580-a. ReMies
Pearl
Riley. daughter of. Mr. ton .wkese be had been, inspecting the
yawing. ,,Natlotial Ade Bureau, Chi1411 the Islisekinsfesif Broadway by a
Julhis
Fritidthan.
inerIktRY,
M. L. Riley, the well-kaown photo: properiles of his company,
--- - cago.
sking of ears. The line Imposed w44
grapher, and sister, Min Neva Riley,
Mr Harty (Reaves went to WhiteCLEANING and pressing neatly
CONTRACTOR WSIKEL--Maiscra•
115, and was assessed after the court
will go to Mayfield this afternoon. vele, Tenn., this morale' to visit his done. James Ducey, old phone 711-r. ry rune concrete work a specialty
had frilly looked Into the law,. This ill
The former has been secured-to take family. His family has been there
the ease In which the mayor appeared
WANTED-Cook at 327 South Office 126 South Fourth. /nose 490.
the most difficult part in Miss Pugh's several weeks.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt ae
as the
proseenting
witness. The
Fourth street. Chris Liebe!.
butterfly carnival to be given Friday
Miss Maude Anderson lest evening
tentlon on all estimates.
Mayor was riding ofi a street car when
HEATING and sten Wood, Freak
night. Little Miss Riley goes down left for Dallas, Texas, to spend several
s, train pulled across the st
,reet, the
A MODERN HOME for sale Stx
Levin, both nhottes 417.
to rehearse the part. She is Podia- weeks visiting.
engine u ncoapled and the cars left to
hardwood
rooms, bath, furnace
cab's
most promising, young actress
Mr. and ,Mrs I 0. Andereon, of
FOR,RENT-One aide of store
stand for about fifteen minute. Toe
floors, up-to-date in every particuand already has an en•table reputa- South Tenth street are parents of a 428 Broadway. Phones 1513
enfine had to take water It Is stated,
lar. Apple on premises at 416 North
tion In juvenile theatricals.
fine baby boy.
but Judge Peryear could not see that
UMBRELLA myelitis and cover- Fifth street.
Secretary D. W. Coons, of the Comthis necessitated the blocking of a
ing neatly done, 101% B. Third Bt.
SHOW CASES FOR SALE-----1 5Lawn Party.
a:meet club, goes to Chicago on 1?..101Street crossing.
house,
Thirteen-room
FOR
SALEshow case. 2 ti-foot, 4 13-foot, in
foot
Miss 4111ASIP Herring entertained a noes tonight.
modern conveniences. Old phone 464. good condition, with cdnuters thrqwn
Weimer.
number
Henrietta
of
her
Misses
Jodie
and
friends
with
a
lawn
Snit Filed.
SUITS CLEANI1C0 and Pressed 76 in. Sleeth's drug store. Ninth and
Snit 'Atte filed in the United States party last evening at her home en of OfCcinnati, are visiting their sister.
Broadway.
circuit cone this afternoon by Thomas South Third street. The spacious Mrs. Adam Haas, of the Sr. John cents. fkecnion the tailor 113 South
Third street. Phone 1016-a.
--W-ANTIC1)--1- Boys above 1111 years
lawn,
with
its
colored
neghborhood.
lanterns
and
Hawk,ins against the owner'of the
Marshal William
McCullom, of
FOR I1E.NT-Nice furnished rooms of age to learn.mule spinning at the
steamer Mods Bauer, for unpaid sal- seats, made an ideal place for the
Ore bath, 13115 Jefferson. Also fam- Cohankus,Mfg. Cu Can earn from $6
ary amounting to e1a07. Hawkins wa entertainment of the guests. Pro- Kuittawa. is In the city.
to 98 per week after learning. ApMrs. I. H. Russell, of 415 South ily sewing solicited.
other
pilot on the Mona Batter which LA gressive conversation and
owned by Ed Woo:folic, and prays for amusements were features of the ear- Eighth street, left this morning for
FOR RENT- Five roOne.cottage. ply at the office of the Cohankus
evening. Refreshments were serv- Providence and Earlington for
a Modern conveniences, 520 *dams St. Mfg, Co., 9th and Boyd Sta., city.
an attachment against the boat.
ed later.
two weeks' /isit to her mother and Apply on premised.
.
I should Ince
SAVDLIC HORSE-:-sister.
Marriage License.
WANTED-Bilious people to use to rent ,a good, gentle saddle hers,,
Capt. James Koger had a
'adore Party.
hard
side saddle.
Today is the eighth of Auirst, and,,
Boyles Liver Capsules. 25c 'a box. R. one that is broken to a
Owing
to
chill
the
yesterday afternoon but this
threatening
H. D., care The
weather
up until press time °net one marriage
W. Walker Co., Fifth and Broadway. for 30 days. Address
Sun, stating when and where the
license had been issued to colored peo- teat evening, Miss Gene Morris post- morning was better.
FOR RENT-Two rooms furnishponed her boating party and as a
Jud-ge Wm. Reed went to Dixon
horse could be seen.
ple.
o
ed for light house keeping; gas conErnest Boyd. city, 41 years old, and substitute delightfully entertained Springs yesterday for a week's visit. nections. Old Phone 571 R.
THE OZARK HOTE1. at Cron:
Miss Aline Utterback of 402 North
Ida Barrett. 28 years old, city, were the Invited guests at her home on
Ile, will make a rate of $8
Spew,
property.
WANTED- To sell your
Madison street. Dancing was indulg- Fifth street, has returned from a
given a marriage license.
No, 9, Trueheare and $10 per week ter the balance of
H. C. Hollins
ed In by the young people and musi- visit In Fulton, Ky.
the season. The I C. railroad will
cal features added to the pleasure of
Miss Mary Nichols, of Paducah, is Bldg. Telephone 127.
Saimeit Arrested.
give reduced rates. The finest mud
WANTED-N?ung men to board.
Lee Smith, colored, was arrested the evening, after which refresh - visiting her mother, Mrs. Hallie Park,
hates In the land at The Ozark, glso
Beth and other conveniences. 912
er.-Maylield Messenger.
this afternoon by Patrolman Elijah meets were served.
hot, cold, vapor, spray and thornier
Mr. Sam Jackson has retnined to Jefferson.
Cross as a suspect 'wanted in Illinois.
bathe
Hot Springs. Ark., after a visit to his
Morning Party.
WANTED-11111 timber Mid fawn
He is investigating the case and beMRS. HARKNESS, ProprestroteMrs. H. S. Wells entertained in- father, Mr, George Jackson.
--- ---hands. Good wages. Frank, Lumlieves he has a man badly wanted,
FOR SALE-Work table, strongly
Dr. S. E. Wheeler, of Ramsey, III., ber Co., old phone 1458-1.
formally with % pretty morntng card
built. 3 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft. A lot of gas
Reuben Moore Emery today feed patty this moraleg at her apartments is visiting his father, 0. G. Wheelie,
FOR RENT-Five Noma on,
fixtures. 13 gas lamps, elegant table
Thirteenth
In
street.
of
1119
North
the
Empire-flats.
in
honor
of
Wanes
suit in tile circuit court &man LoKamleiter's grooery. Apply to Henry
2 ft. 8 in. by 9 ft. made of pine, one
Mr. Wm. Mochinaw, of Nashville, Kamleiter.
renza M. Emery for divorce alleging Hattie Miller and Mary Newton, tis
oak table counter 2 ft. 4 in. by 12
abandonment. They were married in gueats of Mrs. C. I.. Van Meter. Tenn.. is visiting his sister, Mrs. 0.
H:CKORY WOOD--Phones, ,, Old ft, 40 ft, of shelving, 60 running
October, 1902, and separated In July, Dainty' refreshments were served at G. Wheeler, of North Thirteenth 142, New 598. Delivered promptly.
Aet of,. pet
work, doors? screens
the concluelon o fthe game.
street.
-E. E. Bell & Sons.
Price to suit the purand
awnIngee
went
.
to
D.
H.
Hughes
Attorney
J. T. Reddick filed suit in circuit
WANTED-30 colored women at chaser. Also one small office desk.
At Whitelsaven. s
Henderson, Ky., thus morning on
court today against Solomon T.
once. Apply Southern Pessut compa- Mrs. D. W. Coons, 524 Broadway.
In
compliment
to
business.
her
house-guest
and
Mettle
G.
Boone
Vanghan
to;
ny, First and Washington.
PARLEY & FISHER, Veterinary
$1.611.96 alleged to be dale as prem- Miss Myrtle Greer, Miss Elizabeth
FOR RENT-5 room cottage with Surgeons and Dentists. Personal atWhich Was "FA?" ,
ium on a life insurance policy he Paid Atkins entertalted Tuesday evening
When the late / Senator Walcott bath, 1036 Madison street. Apply to tention to all eiseases of horses and
for them. The policy Is on the life of at her. home "Whitehaven." The evening was spent pleasantly, by a ifne first went to Colerado. he and hi3 Dr. P. H. Stewart.
SsT, Vaughan.
doge. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
-41P.
PASTURE FOR RENT-Will past- scientifically
I.. B. Ogilvie & Co. today filed snit lied number of guests. Refreshments brother opened a law office at Idaho
equipped
hospital
Springs under the firm name of "Ed ure At $2,5e per month. J. W. How- where eOry ease is assured careful
against Mrs. Bertie Wilbur for $117,- of Ices and mikes were served,
Wolcott & Bro." Lateethe partner- ell, Maims's Mill. Phone 949 ring 4 attention. Bring your sick horses or
74 and the enforcement of g lien.
ship was dissolved. The future senFor Viertors,
Amended articles of Incorporation
1.0ST-Usdre gold watch between call us any time for ctilisultation.
In compliment to the Misuse* Hat- ator packed his few assets, includ- Third and Fifth streets on Broadway. Office 'and hospital 429 South Third
of the T. C. Leech Investment company were filed yesterday afternoon tie Miller and Mary Newman, Mrs ing the sign that had hung outside Monogram R. C. on side. Return to Old Phone 1345, new 351: residence.
0 C. L. Van Meter's guests, Mrs. W. A of his office, upon a burro and start- Dr. J. R. Coleman,
raising the capital stock front $2,90.
old, 1816.
Berry will entertain tomorrow with ed for tleorgetown, a mining town
to $100410.
FOR SALE-A number of thorHenry W. Buck deeds tot-en
en Mich- a morning party at her home on farher up in the hills. Upon his ar- oughbred Wyndptt chickens, at a 'ow
A man fell auto a river crying.:
rival he was greeted by a crowd of price. All
ael property near Fourth and Ohio North Seventh street.
young. Address G. W. "Help, help' I shall drown!"
miners who critically surveyed him
streets for 91.600.
"Liaten." said another man who was
Care Sun.
Among thorns registered at the Pal- and-his outfit, One of them. locriting
Jim Robertson, colored, was arpassing. "I cannot help you, butt tell
WANTED- Stout boys for bot- me if yon have any last words for
rested for being drunk And disorder- mer today are: Thomas Ainokl, Wich- lirtat at the sign that hung over the
tling
room Sixteen to eighteen year. your heirs!"-11 Monde Umorlatiro
ita,
Kan.;
L.
H.
Kaiser,
finally
at
'pack,
and
ly.
Cincinnati;
then et Walcott,
oh!, Apply to Dreyruss, Well & Co
Jerry O'Brien. Wabash, Ind.: S. B the donkey, ventured:
, Mee Martha Davis and Miss Eliza"Say, stranger, which of you is 1171-117 North Second street.
Mrs If, E, Thompson and eon, Field.. Baltimore; V. A.-Pictird, New
beth Sinnott will leave tonight ter
Henry E. Jr., and Mee.
A Left- York; T JauliTey, Greenville, Min.: Ed?"--"Under the Spreading Chest- - ALL ICE HOOKS marked G
wich, went to Allanta Yesterday on a V. E. Stacksteder, Dayton O.: A. H nut Tree," Everybody's Magazine for or p. H. Reesetteotaitet cut. with Nlag'arst. They will be joined by Mrs.
Egan, ,Loulsville; A, P. Lewis, New August.
otneiry stone left out by men will be Tom Leech in a vein to the Falls.
?left.
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IN THE COURTS
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GET JURORS FROM GREAT CROWDS IN
ANOTHER COUNTY PADUCAH TODAY

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

Prosecution Wins Victory in Eightb-44 August is Fittingly
Celebrated by Blacks,
Marcuin Case.
A

Noted Feudiet and Friend
Hargis Goes to 1111.isieutlsec.r.

TO COLORADO

Very low round trip rates all summer. Special'
Seeteinber 3 to 14 inclusive. Clee way
reducti
"C.'a ILA" tickets will be on sale September 1154o October 31.

TO'CALlFORNIA

of Fsimnduns on .111 Lines hiring Many
%letters elnun All l'artra of

TO
AND OTHER

KENTUCKY

NEWN DARKEt

IN

HIS

Very low round trip rates all summer. Special
reductions September 23.to 29 inclusive.

EI.EMENT.

s.
vuzy lrow tousle trip rates

all

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

Illustrated Booklets and Full Information liegard•
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.

Today, August eighth, is the neBeattyville, Ky., August 8.-- The
jury which will try the cases of John gros'iFeurth of July, and there ale
P. S. WEEVER,
ESTATE PRICE: LIST
GEO. H. LEE,
Smith. John Abner and 13. Fulton thousands in the city from Nashville
Tray. Pass. Agt.,
Gen, Pass Agt.,
French. accused of complielty in Of- Memphis, •Conlaville. Cairo, Jacklion
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Nashville, Tenn.
murder of James b. Iltreuin, le littlantellie. Owensboro and hem down
Little Rock, Ark,
Jason, on May- 4, 1903. will be the 14., C. &43t. L road-and towns up
and down the rivers. The eighth Is
e.hown from anotiier county.
'This is a victory for the common- beam celebrated ,lls every form
and
wealth which filed an aMdavit to manne.t, and it will dOnbtless prey,the effect that a fair trial would be the /Piggott celebration or its kind eye
Impossible owing to the tactics em- held in Padtteat, Meanie of the fa
ployed by the Ilargises, Callahan, that this city is the obly one of ii
French and, their allies sinee the size south of the Ohio river alb
cases were transferred from Dreatits- holds such celebrations on a bic
Vs
itt county. It was averred that ibile The railroads took advantage of --.
two-thirds of the jurors of Lee
un- and advertised the celebrations, a
ty were Republicans only Jour ere ranted excursions, and today elev..
North Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre
among those stRomonell for serslee. raliroad excursions came In. The tint are always with you. The second lops with you only
Joe Made'', MOWS& a:cursing* age:
writhe you are earning good *Ages. The chances to spend
There is a rePort out to the effect
They can save you money, and
that Ales. Merles. through an . at- Mr the Illinois Central. has charge
wil tie n3 account to you later in life if yeu do not use your
torney, has -made overture: to At- the trains and they arrived as foliose take your old wheel In exchem.s to save now Start an scceunt at once with le.00
Excursion from Nashvills, it
and get 4 per cent interest.
torney A. F. Byrd to withdraw from
change. We want an un--- arrived
the prosecution. stoymp the district at 5 a, nt.:
limited
number of secfor llopkine and In return go to Cairo. 10 o'clock; Wickliffe, 10:3,,
ond
hand
bicycles.
congress two yearireeence without Covington, 11; two from Men--0
1,7 Owensboro,
'epfwasitlob. Wr. Byrd 4yi be hita I-t:
Remember this lE the cheapThe
, C. & Bt. L. road ran Is
heard the rumor, but that he has not
eat house in town _on bicycles
been approached by any out. (lain:Reg one from Nashville, arrtving a,
and evervtlaing for bicycles.
and the second from JaIn represent the liargtees. lie says a. m
Parts furnished for any make of
he is in the fight to stay. Ashur, Tenn.. at 11 o'clock.
wheel. Rxpert inrchinists in
The railroads had extra coach H.
Spicer, a witness for the prosecution,
our repair shop.
All work
arrived here last night after riding 'pectoris. ani special agents out
all day. Spicer exhibited the bullet look after the order, and no disorder
guaranteed.
Which was fired at hits from anibipah was reported. A total of 110 coaches
7
during. the trial at Jackson and were tandled Into Paducah by the Illinois Central without a hitch, bewhich scraped his back.
4
,
speaking meet for Tralametater le. Ili
McCabe and hie eMcient corps of 0thFrom BreathittJackson. Ky., August 8.-- Doug- ordinates.
The Padueah Eureka band
met
las Hay's, of local notoriety. as one
BROADWAY, 3itk lad Nth STREETS
of the Hargis "feudists." and for trains at Elevonth and Broadway and
Herald Square,?Mew York.
years on the friendliest of terms besides this band there are two others,'
11./NpEKNEW MANAGEMENT
with Judge James Hengist, left here one from Mayffeld sad another from
Cutopletely resoymtedand radurni•hed
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
Hats moruing for .
- Albuquerque, -New Dyenamig
• be largest sad net a trarttwe Mist' APIla
Near Eleventh and Broadway, li evIt1011'NUat la New York has bees "curly
Meek°.
'with
the bosom -starched only in spots And with starch
opened Op.
-Hays Intends to make New Mexi- ery available space, a 5.tich stand was
Special sortucrunasts to CoWII1N.SCIAL PIEW
daubed
all around the neckband and tides of the
with
samples
Thirty large awl well :iglited
co his honse_AiLlhe future, and work erected Sad Meals of all IcSnds served.
- S •Mrt.• Ittlit)40, with or without bath Po ty
lame frost mires, slth patio!. two bedroom.,
bosom?
certain mining claims which he Is The small settlement hats been dubbed
awl t rr.ate loth tortat,le fur bawd.,'yr pullet
"Camp Mogabe," a compliment to
reported to hold.
t7., • In'
We have a machine which saves you from such
His return to tie west was has- Tralmnaster L. E. McCabe, of the P.1derail
4/eerier-B
Central
ine:ea
annoyances.
road.
tened by the prospect of some unThe Traction company has on extra
pleasant litigation in Leslie county.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
resulting from the nonpayment of a men and all Its roring stock In Roryfee.
(Thief
of
shirt
with this machine.
Police
0ohins
James
has
cheek for a considerable sum 'of
over
on
a
dosen
extra
Is
ass
and
police
ism-matins
nee,
awl
money which Ha,y-a is alleged
to
Let us demonstrate its value to you.
All (soused smoking. Sea Food ol all Valitti•• Sipe,IC( V
have drawn in favor of Lew Lewis, prepared for any emergency.
Out Combiwatios Breakfasts are• p.pulat feature
'nem
will
be dances;, bait games
brother of Judge T. G. Lewis. Hap
was deputy sheriff under former and every form of amusement for the
Sheriff Ed Callahan. He came all the colored visitors and the Eighth of Au- Is it,,,•, 11••••• Itrea,•-•1 atlracttou lor special ttod Mabel and popular litotaie ?WIN tr*cms PLAN
Sts, rods a, poro Nub. Ittlies her roosts. 5, Ito mad uPw'
k. Pa •
PIK upward vri
way from New Mexico to testify for gust, 1,011, will probably prove the r, hex'won. and bath, $3 00. 114 vta .art
Poo psi day, parlor, two twelro .tna sad bath. la no. P
sad Si.or pet day. 5. no ellen where two, orraoti• awaits atingle powi. Witte lot
eelebratIon
biggest
In
the'
history
of
bowlike*
Callahan and Hargis at the Beatty•
as i• Ft•P:V
V mire'. ca Ft" UTierwey,*Et.
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
villa trial*, hut was one day too late. the Revels in this section.
All work where colors'el labor
depended on has been suspended f
Groom Sixty-Ave: Bride Seventy.
HopkInsville, Ky.. August 8.— J. the day, and there is little doing .i.
line.
The ears be- 1
R. McKinney, a prominent farmer of the work
ing
crowded
early
this morning
.this county, and Mrs. Thomas Mc•
Kinney were married here this af- and to preclude complications from
Patronize a home institution; one that advertises Pa-•
ternoon. The bride is 70 years old gambling and the sale of pale ale Lad
, s.
and the groom 1:5. The wedding was "black bottle" goods. Justice •
ducah and "delivers the goods." Greater c'emand for
Emery deputised 15 men to do 'sera general surprise.
our graduates than we can supply.'Come to us; we will
vice about the parka to see that order
was preserved and no intoxicantssold '-prepare you for a good position and put you to work.
Prise Mowry.
Copies of the prise It for the where there is no license and that
Kentucky state fair were mailed out no gambling is permitted.

'Rock Island
byslem

•

Chances to Spend

Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

Chaces to Save

WILLIAMS BICYCLE -CO.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadisay

HOTEL

a

MARLBOROUGH

6
is
•

•

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

The Old English

1101.•

•
1 '°

The German Rathskeller

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

"PADUCAH'S COLLEGE'

Yeeterday by Secretary I. B. BOWIP:,
Frightfully Burned.
exhibitors throughout Kentucky
and all parts of the country. The
Chas, W Moore, a machinist, of
prize list will give in detail the deep- Ford City, Pa . had his hand fright
est and the amount of money set fully burned ih an electrical furnace
He applied Bucklen
aside for each.
—
_Arnie* Salve
Prize money amounting to over steleh the bawd rasMar'a quick and
825.000 has been offered, the $15,- perfect cure.". greatest healer on
000 appropriated by the state hate earth for Buistri Wounds, Sores, Er
ing been largely` supplemented. T111F" virile and Piles. 25c at McPhereon',
money 'has been divided as follows: drug stare.
florin's 87,t500: Jacks. $400; cattle.
$5,000; bogs, $1,500: sheep,
—During this 'month . we will
$1.500: poultry. $800; tobserve- vegeta- make special prices and terms on pl•
bles. field seeds, horticulture. etc., anos and organs. It would be worth
12.500; woman's department $800; your time and save you money I
racing, $8,601. To addition, Hnbert sea our pianos and get outL)14,es 1,,
Vreeland, commissItmer -of agricul- fore buying, D. H Bald*rn & Corn hatitre, has arranged to have $500 ate ny, 520 Broadway.
preiptiated by the state for prises in
the agricultural department.
The Vntlow Fever Germ
In making tip the prize list Ken has recently
, been discovered. It beats
nice breeders and exhibitors have a close reiteknblance to the malaria
been especially eoneidered, and In germ. To free the system
from disaddition' f6-the open _glosses; there ease germs, the most effective
remedy
will he a large number of classes is Dr. King's New Life Plias. Guarexclusively for Kentucky breeders. anteed to cure all diseases de to
meThis was done her-acme of the fact :aria poison and constipation. 25:.
at
that (hot fair is principalfy given lot McPherson's drug store.
•
the encouragement of the livestock
and afiriettltural Interests of the
, IlnharrIlle leo. The Noe
state.

Several superior offices on second and
third Hoors of our building, provided- -With
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted "for dentists.

to

When your child ham a severe cold
You need not fear pneumonP or other
pulmonary Opposes.
Keep supplied
with
nalliesIM Horehound flyrup—si
Positive
cure
for
Colds. Coughs.
Whooping Cough and lirone.hiths.

306 Broadway

Hall, of

Falls, Pt D.,—writes__have used your wonderfu) Rallard's
Horehound ityrup on my children fbr
Are years. Its remelts have been wonElloUlt

derful"
hold by all druggists.

—We ship pianos and organs street from factory of our own makes
and saves you commission D. II
& eOlnpany, 620 Broadway
•

CURE

TM(

LUNGS

Dr.King's
New Discovery

227 Broadway

4•111mir..

CliY TRANSFER CO:
Now located at

(Dauber's Stable.
We are ready for all Kinds of. hauling.

TREMONT 499

H. C. HOCLINS
IF•2 IF: A IL; ESTATE

KILL nit COUCH I
AND

American.German National Bank

PADUCAH'S SCHOOL

AND
Wilt PART AND WORRY

iNsukAr4cti

N0.9 True:thwart Bldg.

1Thona)127

1111111111MIIIIMMINIMMIMMIalli

IlITH

FOR

CONSUMPTION
OUGH8 and
OLDS

Pries
SOe AST.00
Free Mali

&urea- and Quickest Cure fol. al
THIWAT and LUNG TE03711nr2rONICY BACK.

TO LET

,
NIOTT,!S

pENNyRuyAL pl us

1
1

They overcome Wee..
nese, irregelarity atie
oraisaona.Iaarsasev
or and banish "pain.
of menstreati-in
They are "LIFE:SAVIAID4" to girls a womauteevi, a
development of organs and body.
known la_
I y 1.
ortiVil equals them.
Cannot do laasso—lifi
et 1.00 IPF:It BOX BY MAIL 'dole
by drtigisi
alt tel"S C -ISMICAL Cu,, Ckleirmile Gee:

SOW Sir /WV=•MT AIM

riC5 *Mk

pAtyRits.

a.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating quergtion is:
Who's the beat to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener Chan not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
• Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
.1213 Ketituc:ky

132 south /:-/ourtli
,

t*.* Phonon 201

Ave.

Fans! Fans!
CEILINfi AND BUZZ FANS
----See Us For

foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated

12i.123 IN. Vourt h St.

Phorien 7/S7

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A WEEK

•

-wear-. roue. anmeemeeneleswereeleenerealleeeettelweer.

rxriTcriv EvRNI1411,4 !ft%

PROST REM.

WE! qmsn4,v, %robin' 01.

1

Weis
UNIVERSAL SOLVENT

The Manager
Of the B.(d A.
By
C

t,

qe.

VAUGHAN

KESTER.

Copyright, 1501, by tisrr.er I Brothers

Denatured Alcohol Promises to Make
Life Simpler and Happier.
If the removal by act of eongrees
of the tax on denatured alcohol produces all the beneficial results expected, light, heat and power in
many geheral and tasteful appliesHobs are going to be a groat deal
cheaper. The odious sniell of /Wolin* will vex the nostr148 no more.
Kerosense will be an expensive 111hthinant in cornparisee. We shall
wash, iron, drive on land and water,
read, plow, harrow and general')
live and move by means of denatures) alcohol._ Doubtless there was
some exaggeration in the "claims"
of its friends, but much has been
done with it in Germany,'and the
petitions of all aorta of persons and
interests for the removal of the tax
showed how wide was 'he expectation -of good results from free denatured -aleohal.- - -"With
the Procession," Everybody's Magazine toe
August.

$5 TO CHICAGO AND RETURN
THE ILLINOli CENTRAL. RAILROAD •

GRAND EXCURSION
Tuesday, August 21
Tickets good for going passage on

SPECIAL TR.AIN
Leave Paducah
" Maxor _
" K evil
" La Center
" Barlow.
Arrive Chisago

930 a. W.
9:53 a• m•
to:to a. et.
rotzt a. m.
10;30 a U3.

8-30 p m•
Returning, tickets will' be goes', on all
Regular Trains leaving Chicago-Ve and
W dnewvay. Augost eeth, except Fast Mail 'Train leaving Chicago
reo• m.
Tinder no circumstances will • longer
lisnit_4
. given on the return portion of
these Excursion Tick etc

lie hail heard nothing of-his father, cupted when be was its Antioch.
-.
and In the pressure of his work and, "Witold you like to Out away yeur
freshened interest in the fortunes of things now?' asked Dan as he piaeed
the Huckleberry, bad hardly given him his father's bundle, which he had ear••
a Illee0014 Mate*. Lie felt that since he lied uptown 'from the °Mee, op the
had sent money to hint he was In a
bed.
measure relieved of all further re"I'll do that by and by. There ain't
sponsibility. 'If The father did not wish
much there- just a few little things
to come to him, that was his own afI've innoriged to keep or that have
fair. He had placed no obstacle in his
Further particulars of
been given me."
Dan pushed two chairs before ae
J. T.
open window that overlooked the
CHAPTER V.
Ticket hest Illinois Central 6. fl . Paducah, Ky.
square. His father had takelw a huge,
ATE one afternoon, as Oakley sat blackened meerschaum from Its ease
W. H. 11111 Div. Pass. ie. St louts
at his desk in the brhail streak of and was caretelly filling it from a" An Ordinance
providing for the origyellow light that the sun sent In leather bond)
-.
A..11,4001,
i
inal ,cettlitrUCticut. of the 4184.the.oreete winelowie_bee, "Yon Atone trend'tf tight- 10y piper
PAss Lit
walks, including Granitotd Curies(
beard a step on tbe narrow board he inquired.
1
cassai,
•!
Mime. WI.
and Gutters on both sides of South
walk that ran between the buntline
"Not a bit. I've one in my pocket,
and the tracks. The last shrill 'Meek
Foutth
street,
from
Norton street
but it's not nearly as due as yours."
or No. 7, as usual, half an hour late,
to Huebands street, In the City of
"Our warden gave it to me one
bad Just tiled out in the distance, and
Christmas, and I've smoked it ever
Padu.ah, Kentucky, the Side
the informal committee of town loaf- since. Ile was a very gtx)d man. DonILLINOIS CENTRAL.
walks to be six feet wide, and the
ers which meeetiehjrain was plodding
riorremot Nay 36, 05
nie. It's the old warden I'm speaking
Curb
and
Gutter
to
be
what
is
up Main street to the postoMee in soltti
1121ion
of, not Kenyon, the new one, though
IlisCar 6
commonly known as "Combined
emn allenee.
LT. Le
me...._...._ 111:01pm 9
=
1
YtIlam
bea a food man too."
11:110gan ve:00am
He glanotel around nettle door into
Curb and Gutter," and all to be of Lv Owallaboret..
Dan wondered where he had heard
Norms Branch
2.511pm 123111ant II ;Baal
the yard'','opened. He saw a tall, the name of Kenyon before; then he
Graoitold construction.
L.. casual city
Elam 1 Album IV;ape
Le. NotleavIlle-_- 4 BBB I;
I;
taunt man or sixty five, a little stoop remembered- it was at the Emory'''.
Be it ordained by the General Coun- Ly.111vskavitis
coma Caws
Aouldered and carrying his weight
Nashville
v.00poo
"Try Roane of my tobacco, Minnie,"
cil of the City of Paducah, Kenheavily and solidly. Ills large head.. passing the pouch.
0:Emin It :10aas
LT.
tucky:
4:111.110 11:11fam 1:gligno
iv.
Was slink bettvecu brad abuuklers. It
For a time the two men sat in siSection I. That the side-walks, !g- Ar. Padaeak...
6:iagat II;40am 4:lbw
was covered by a wurelerful growth lence, blowing clouds of white smoke
4:1119111 11:414wa 4.00pga
rinding curbs and glitters on both
or iron gray hair, The face was emelt out into the night.
shaven and her! the look of a placid
Roger Oakley hitched his chair near-, sides of South Fourth street, front Att.=fair
-1
1= ti=
.mael0. There was a curious repose in es his son's and mated a heats. hand Norton to Husbands street ,on the
$illams 11:41laill
. qes
the naliem attitude as he stood with a' on his knee. "I'llke it here," he said.
Ar.
.
734M1111
Jackson
west side of South Fourth street, In fa.
- 11:10P111 COMB
big hand- the hand of an artisan -rest"Do you? I am glad."
_.... to saw tam
the city of Paducah, Kentucky, be er. N.
lag loosely ou the knob of the door.
"What will he the eh/incite of my and
it is hereby ordered and directed
It
UN
LE
Nara Douai
"Is it you, Daintier
▪ N Oriesaa....- 9:10pm II: Bede
finding work? You know I'm a cabinetto be originally constructed of gran- LT. anpbt.-The smile that acconipanied the maker by trade."
-- 6 Hem
11:49ien II
iv.„PK:km*
wordy; was at once anxious,
"There's no need of your working, ftoid construction, the side-walks to Le Rives
tangd
Inquiring. He cloned the hesidoor
with so don't worry about that."
10.Bairn l2:0111a 4 Masa
be six feet wide, and the cures and
awkwer.1 care and, coming a step 'Jeer"But I must work, 'Jeanie. I ain't gutters to be what is rommonly Ar,
11:110Ma 1:4IaB 7:40aiw
er, put out his hand. Oakley.l.reittbing
naltielel.. ....
_11:Sam 1:45s
7:10aas
wad,to sitting sill and timing-m=1A" ,khan
C-oin bi wag- Coleteeited Get- Le.
-111114r-rose ltasffly Trolir his ceithe ti
"Well." said Oakley. willing to bu- ter." All to be done in strict accord- Ar.
....._ - 12:10pin 11:01Ima 11:110a.
stood leaning against the eorner•of his
tr.
_._._ 4:16pot 5.allbse .-...
Mor him, -there are the car shops'5
ance with the plans. specifications Ar. Nashville..
11:111pen 11.14aos
desk, as If be necilled Its support. lie
"Can you get inc In?"
At,
SVININIVIlla
-....11•410m 9:4111ses .........._
was white to the bps.
and
profiles
of
the
city
engineer,
Ar.
norseavine
Laos
ibises team
"Ob, yes, when you are ready to
I:06pm 4 ;30arn II;Am
er. Gears' City
There was a long pause while the
start. I'll have McClintock, the mas- made arid provided by him for _that Air. WPM Smelt
2,Mom I;Masa DI Sdigim
two men looked Into each other's eyes.
ter mechanic, find something in your purpose. All-of said iittlewalks, curbs, Ar. Owlsaidiam).._.-._ 64 -5bgim 5:011aat 4:l1c=
Ar. Imahlivilla....____ 5 atpin 7:50aim 4:16pes
"Don't you know me. Dannie?" wistline for you to do."
gutters as aforesaid to be of grant- At. abelgaald..--- 9 Ilpm 1S:90 m
fully's Dan said nothing, but he ex"I'll need to get a kit of tools"
told
construction and to be built In
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
tended his band, and his father's fin"I enema lleflintoce ran arrange that strict
IOC
Iff4
accordance with the aforesaid
North Iloi.ad
gers closed about it with a mighty
too. I'll see him abont it when you
4 Bps
pressure. Then quite abruptly Roger
plans, specifications and profiles, all
N.411pat
ts.
4:
. t„.
are ready."
6 Bata
llasi -................ s
Oakley turned and walked over to the
Ar. CalZo
"Then that's settled I'll begin in the of which are hereby adopted as a At. St. Laula._--...-...7;
window. Once more there was absopart of .this ordinance and made a
morning." with quiet determination.
PRI
IIIS
lute silence In the room save for the,
Walk Souse
"But don't you want to look around 'Dart or the same as fully as If em- Lir.St. LA)01.11. ---..............---.... tellawl Ili4OpM
ticking of the clock and the buzzing of
,....
I:MB
Caw
Caleapo
Lir.
Myst?'
braced herein or attached
hereto. Ly.=ale
giAgam VANN
a solitary tly high up on the ceiling.
"I'll have my Sundays for that." arid d eIgnated by. being
-,,- v.-----e-- • elk= iteraws
marked MN
The old omelet was the first to
I'
And Dan saw that there was no use in '"A."
Welk the tense stillness.
Reference is also made to the
C.A110-9/AIIKVILLS LINK.
arguing the point with him. He was
101-BI
1115-1111
North Ismad,
"I had about made up my mind I
petit, in of the property 'ownere
bent
on
luring
his
0: Nam
own
way.'
Nashville
Ls
should never see you again, Donnie.
Niapkinevil Ie
11:110am
6:110 ass
The old convict filled his lungs with shutting said street, which is made Le Pliseebta
When your mother deed and you came
L.
LP. 7.43aw
breath. "Yea. I'm going to a part hereof, and to have the same
west it sort of wiped out the little a deep, free
4;16 pat - e;s5 ass
like it. I always did like a small town force and effect as It embraced here- Ar!sauna\..............
6;'spas coo am
there was between me and the living.
Lor Peolacalt.
anyhow. Tell me about yourself, Den- in and attached hereto, and for ideaIn fact, I really didn't know you would
7:43
ii; to ma
ascribe
How de-you happen to he herer
tate.
care to see ine, and when Hert told me
tification marked "8.7:001111M
4;ye pm
A,116. Imais
Dan roused himself. "I don't know.
Air
6
VI
e.el
9:30p.
OM:ago.
you wished me to come to you and had
2. Said work shall be contracted
sent the money I could hardly believe It's chance. I suppose. After mother's for and executed under the
dr-1102
South nosed
action of
death"-6;se pm
ft."
1;so per
549 Ma
"Twenty years ago last March," the board of public works and super- Le Mk Loafs
500 am
Here the words failed him steady.
SAMINB
Osint.............
vision of the city engineer, and shall
In
softly;
then,
breaking
upon
him
He turned slowly and looked Into his
as Paducah
•
7:43 OM i;40 PP
Atog
at
the
starlit
heavens:
"Sge's
up
he
commenced
at
a
time
designated
son's face long and lovingW. "I've
2;10 pea
......
r;sis bee
now watching us. Nothing's by the board of public works be conthought of you as a little boy for all yonder
4,4s TAO
Sa Manta,
91 OPzi
hidden
or
secret.
It's
all
plain
to
her."
these years, Donnie, as no higher than
tract, and shall be completed on or Li troplidasyllte.
I;mops
"I"to you really think that, fatberr
11;16pia
Ar Nisalrelle
that." dropping his hand to his hip.
Dannie•" And his tone before the 31st day of December
"I
know
It,
"And Isere you are a man growu. But
Trains marked thus• rue a dly except Sun'
1904.
was one of settled ctinviction.
lay All oth-r trains ran daily,
you got your mother's took. I'd have
3. The cost of the original conTrains los and log carry through sleepers biDan bad already diacovered that his
known you by it among a thousand,"
Memphis s d New CRISIS/
tween
father was deeply religious. It was a struction of said side-walks. Includ- Trains Claclunatl.
tom and tog sleepers beween
If Dan had felt any fear of his father
and New Orleans, Trains Not sad au
Idemphis
ing
curbs
and
'gutters
as
aforesaid,
Instant
he
entered
It had left him the
steeper. between Padiscal and at Louis. Trate
shall be paid for by the propert. Sot coulee's at Bast Ca ro with Clicaao steeper,
the room. Whatever he might have
!or further Information address J. T. Dosedone, sfhativer be might have been,
owners, abutting or fronting the vas. went, city ticket(Ace, or R. N Prather
ticket agent. union Depot. Paducar P. W. Ilat there was no question as to the manaforesaid street on both sides there- toes D. P
, Louisville. a7., JoLn A. Seat,
ner of man he bad become. He stepped
of, lb be apportioned to said prop- A, OP. A, Nemphla. Titan,; St. 0, Hoick
to his son's side and took his hand in
G.P.I C Osseo.
w
erty owner* according to the front Laub Mn
(me of his own.
feet an owned by them, as other
"Yoe've made a man of yourself. I
original improvements are paid for Love Ere-union Rates via Soothers
can see that. -What do you do here for
Railway
I living?"
under charter and ordinances of the
Dan laughed queerly.
St. Paid, Minn., $16.0e, August 10,
city of Paducah, except the city shall
"1 8-m the general manager of the
pay for, all intersections of streets II and 12. Return limit August 31,
railroad, father," nodding toward the
ar4
Mille alleys,'If any such _there with privilege of extefiltion to Sept.
it's
not
station awl the yards. "Brit
30 on payment of 50 cents.
be.
much to brag about. It's only R one
Denver, Colorado Springs and Isne.
4. The contractor awarded Kuril
horse Rte," he added.
"No, you don't mean it. !Minnie?"
contract shall be paid on estimate Mo, Col., $36.00 on sale daily to
And he could See that his father was
furnished by the city engineer, and Sept. 30 with return limit of October
profoundly impressed. He put up his
approved by the board of public 31st.
tree hand and gently patted Dan's
Anheville, N. C., $15.95. On sale
works, in accordance wit,. the -terms
hesid-as though he were Indeed the litdaily the year round good returning
the
of
contract
made
between
the
tle boy hqtremembereit
contractor and the city or Paducah Within six months.
"Did Au have an-easy trip west.
Low flomeneekteve Rates to many
for the original improvement of the
fatherr Oakley asked. "Ton must he
tired."
aforesaid Mee:walks, cube and gut- points In the Southeast, West - and
Southwest on first and third Tuesdays
"Not a bit, Denier.. It was wonder
ters, and in noother way.
NI. I'd been shut off from it all for
5. This ordinance shall take ef- of each mouth, June to November inmore than twenty years. and each mile
fect from and after its adoption, ap- clusive,.
was taking me neerer you."
For additional ,intormation, tickets,
proval and publication,
light
was
beginThe warm yellow
etc., call on any agents or the SouthAdopted
Jurte'18,
1906.
ning to fade from the rooms. It was
GEO, 0. NI'BROOM, President Board ern Railway or address J. F. Logan,
growing late.
traveling passenger agent, 111 East
of Council.
"I guess we'd better go uptown to
Main street, Leeington, Ky.; C. H.
the hotel arel hare or supper. Where
Adopted July 19, 190d.
district paseenger agent,
Flungerford,
is your trunk? At the Petition?"
0, B. STARKS, President Board of
"I've got nothing but a bundle. Trot
231 Fourth avenue, Louisville; G. B.
Aldermen.
at the door."
Allen, A. G. P. A. St. Louis, No
'
.
Approved July 31, 19(16,
Dan lucked his desk, and they left
"Thin
't
you
know
me,
Drtivotiet"
D.
A.
YEISHIR,
Mayor.
the office.
Notice to Crattictors.
Attest.
"Is tt all reins?" Roger Oakley ask- faith the like of which bad not de.
Bids will be received at the office
ed, pau•Ing as they recollect the yards 'wended to his °ern day and generaHENRY BAILEY, City Clerk.
of the city engineer, in the city of
to gisnee up and down the curving tion.
tracks.
"Well, I had It _rather hard for
Father Matte° in a good country- Paducah, Kentucky, tip to 3 o'clock,
"It's part of the property I manage. awhile," going back to his story.
man who sent his son te• the city to 'be August 25, 1908, for the construe
It belongs to General Cornish, who
'Nee." with keen sympathy. "Yon
educated, The latter, to give
hitn Um* of about seven' (7) miles of
holds most of theatoelt."
were nothing but a little. hop'."
combined sanitary and storm water
pleasure,
cheap.
bought
a
phonograph,
"Finally I eras lucky enough to get a,
"And the train I came on, Denote-place as a newsboy on n train. I sold and when he set It going watched for sewers, In the city of Padhcah, Kenwho owned tbstr
•
"At Bockhorn Junction, where yogi papers until I was sixteen and then some sign of eurprise from his father. tucky.
Plans and specifications will be
chanied cars for the last time, you 'Man braking. I wanted to be an en- Father Matteo beard it to the end and
It runs gineer, but I guess my ability lay in then, removing his cigar, said
caught our local expresie
with on file in the engineer's office. In the
through to a place called Harrison-- another direction. At any rate, they , disdain: "I do not use preserved
city of Paducah, Kentucky, after Ail•
meat
the terminus of the line. This irtily took me off the road and gave me an
jar vegetables:TU4*mm)) less do I gust 15, 19011. A certified check of
(tiller
instead.
I
got
to
be
a
position
•
know."
a branch road, you
care for preserved music!----11 'Rondo $1,000 must accompany each and
Ent the explanation was loot on his division superintendent, end then
every bid,
father. His son's relation to the resit met General "ornish. Re is one of the. Emoristico.
The city reserves the right to re
was a magnificent fact which he pon- directors of the line I Wall with at the
'time. Three months ago he made me
dered with simple pleasure,
Our idea of a kliriler it(0 IN a Mall jart any and all hid
After their *upper at the tifitel they an offer to take hold here, and so here who says' he is glad he's bald
YEISER, Mayor.
D.
or a
went upstairs. Roger (Ilkley gad been
eteltresh, fey.. August 4,4006.,
wotnan
who
Ray,
she
wishes
"the
had
given a meal nett his antes: ft Was
red hair -Chicago News.
(To Be Continued-)
Ske_itint,..doiw-Aittherkl Cornish had 042-

DONOVAN.

Piss tams sic?

B. LUX
list.

RAILROAD TIME TABLES.

es

'
••

4444.144,41.....

_

NOTICE

Foe

The 1. taligg.

Copy for next direitory
Issue will close July 31,
1906.
All corrections trust be
received before this date,
This directory contains
the names and addresses of
over 3,000 subscribers,

SPEND YOUR VACATION
ON THE GREAT LAKE.S
C Steamer);
Traveling via I)
means the risjoyairtit ur all the ad
‘alltalree which marine miev-htlAtirtiite
CRP proviale speful, antel) awl cum.
hat Are mime airAde
Thrertigel- 1'ickettlaut.1 hi .111 j4,11.11.6
and baggaiti. chet Med iv ileatinatwa.
C TIME TABLE
D

You are commercially lost
If your name is not listed.

East Tennessee
Telephone Co.

11441.6.41NAC DIVISION
LI.T0/111d0 111.0444,01 A•
Li

Se....dars 9 3 A.
P
•I
Det,att M46116ys &•Sik. Jr‘lay11 0.905
0.51/adna•day• Fr.tiggs 9.10 A. M.

Sour trips per week ecommeterni.
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DETnotT A CLAVELAND NAV,CO

A Special Shipment of
the
JAPANESE
Honey Suckle
PERFUME

For Quick

Wall Papering

With other favorite French
and American Extras
at

SMITH & NW!,

Decorating, House
Painting a n d Picture Framing you
should phone 1513.
We do your work
quick, do it cheap,
d9 it gooi,

DRUG STORE
w. Fsarlt BA

tray

rules*

EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
CAIRO LINE.

AND

(Incorporated.)
livaaaville and Paducah Packet&

(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for E-anaville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in effect from Paduceh to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.

SANDERSON & CO.
Mess 1513. 428 Broadway
V..

STEAMEii DICK FOWLER
Leaves Plducab for Cairp and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily except Sunday. Special exeusion rates
now in effect from Paducah toCairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For-further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fow le NCI um ban gh A Co's oSce
Both phones No. 33.
NT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKST CON:PANT
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.

COLUMBIA DRY CELLS
$3.00 Per Doz.
FRESH STOCK JUST IN

STLUIEI CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRICHT
Maitre
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
This company is not responsibly
for Invoice charges unless eollectad
by the clerk of the boat.

S. E. MITCHELL
326..12/41 S..Thlrd St •
N•w

•a• 743-•

1131111 L. WEIL & CO NEW STATE i TEL
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Resilience, yet

Telephones: Office, 36e;

INSUR.ANCE.
SOUTHERN
And
QUEEN .SND tneFeSUENT 11.01'TE
Iiireet Line to
Ohattantxma, Atlanta, Knoxville and
Florida. Also to

D. A. Bailey, Prop,

METTOPOLIS,ILL,
Newest end best hotel In the city
Rates Sz.00, Two large sample
rooms, bath rooms.
Electric
llgnts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city,

Causerelal Fatresso Sslicits1.

Asheville, Henderson, Brevard Lake,
Tozeway, Hot Settlings and man) other
revert in the "Lan dof the Sky" and
beautifie "Sarighlre" country of west.Orn North Clarolina, offering a 'high Al(Incorporated.)
titude, bracing climate, pletureeene
,PAMEAI, 311-111 knew.sal 11AVNILLE
mountain scenery and splendid hotels.- 27 °entre.. le IS States. POSITION• as
eared or money REPCNDRD. Also leach s•
feend two cent Mime for "Land of NAIL
Catalogue will snowier' you tliat
the Sky" booklet and other handeome- Drausfumes is TRW SINT. Call Of mud fog ,
ly illuteratod Ilterirture.
T. F. Logan, Traveling Passonge.•
Agent, Lexington, Ky.
(. 44. finnerattord, District Paereee
ter Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. Aarlen,-Asotstapt General Pis- Rook Binding, Hank Work, Legs
and Library Work a specialty.
Seater Agent, St. 1.0u1, Me.

DRAUGHON'S
glanavcaliegAla

ilenry hiammen, Jr.
bound Is Third ad beady.
•

•

tt;

•

!AGM

mom

THE OLD RELIABLE ST.BERNARD COAL
NONE SUPERIOR

REDUCED IN PRICE THIS MONTH
St. Bernard Lump Coal
St. Bernard Nut Coal
'Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from caF

-

FA

12c Bushel
llc Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL LIKE ST. BERNARD
'I

-Place Your Orders Now

ST. BERNARD COAL CO.
JOE T. BISHOP, Manager.

MONEY IN PEARLS

FOR BRYAN

A 73-CENT PE.3.1111. SELLS ieolt IDAHO AND IOW% END0RNE 11111
e11,e0o IN NEW YORK.
FOR PRESIDENCY.
•

Th.- Industry an .111.feet-sting tine on tuber
Work
the
of
Tn..
the 011ie River, 11..10..
(out entie.... Held yee.
Paducah.
tyres>.

GOOD SUM RAISED
FOR MISS ELAN

Eioth Phones 75

FINE HORSE

-. DAY

PURCHASED FOR FIRE DEPARTNEST BY COMNIISSIONERS.

Maytield Ham Collected Over
$500. For Her.

The Fire Engine in lie hit into
'4oniits.e.0 at Once by
ittiard.

tNNUAL OUTING FOR CHILDREN
-OF CITY PLANNED,

sod 1,1m.
.ask for %id in
(Arias Annual Picnic for Little
Fellows.

Mr.. K. P. Hall Huy% the Seethern
Hotel Proneris for Tuelse
Ttrissand Dollars.

Filet there is big money in the
pearl industry was long ago recognized, and the western streams, for
many %ears. have been the SCOOPS of
active hunting on the part of skilled
fishertben for river pearls and museels.

iurwit Aesirs
Myer Stages.
11.1
Cairo ......
6.9
Chattanooga
Cincinaati
9.3"
7.1
Evansville
5.2
Florence
8.3
Johnsonville
Louteville
4.0
Mt. Carmel---Mishing.
Nashville
9.7
6.9
Pittsburg
Davis island Dam
4:5
St. 1.oula
10.5
Mt. Vernon
• 6.5
9.3
l'admish

(P.1

fail

9_4 fall
0.3 tall
0.1 fell
0.0 sVd
0..5 fall
0.2 tall

Cotter, D'Alene, August I.- After
The Rev R W. Chiles, of the ResAfter several weeks of inspection,
01 fall
a strenuous two days' convention. the •
during which at least 200 head on cue Mission, and his wife, ar,. making
0.6 rise.
•
_
Democrats of Idaho placed' in nomihomes df all lazes and classes were arrangements for the annual outing
1.7 rise
nation their ticket' and adopted a
41.4 rise
MAVVIELD NOTES
INTERFAT. looked over, the board of fire and 3nd picnic they give the Poor children
platform in which anti-Mormonism
police commissioners has bought the of the city every year. and through the
9,1 fall,
•
is the key-note. Senator Dubois'
secotid horse to, be used in the
de- press are asking the agoiFtallee of the
0.1 fall,
speech of acceptanoe was •denunciapartment, -bat it will not he used to charitable, people of Paducah.
The industry on the Ohio river has tion of Mormonism and a defense of
Mayeleid. Aug.
Site/
. Allen the itta ens'ae, the ograssee_tor vrktch
The SM.0111111g_
satasse.m.ai
Joinglid.souild; at..?.Pc.s.. iiesuined larger proportions every fits own record in congress.
11`571;;; far -Male up *509.1/ to buy a the two h•uses waadered instead given by them last 3ear
-out on Die The awakened wharf-boat gave sreyear and to one who has never seen
"I prophesy. that • within three little home for Miss Ethel .McCiain. Chief Wood wilt
place the new horse Cairo road. There were about a
wow. •
the fleet of boat, engaged in It cm years no man in Idaho will have the There were 774 contributors to the
at No. 1 station and will send "Dan'l hundred little poor diseciren in "the The
deep-mouthed
blood-hound's
the river just below Paducah the temerity In stand on the public plat- above trim ranging from 5 cents
to to the fire engine at No, 2 station.
party and they had a big romp and
heavy bay.
first sight a one to be remembered. form and defend the hierarchy of $25.
The' hocse :vas bought yesterday play in the woods. The conveyances Resounded up the deckY way)
There have been no'hig finds re- Salt Lake," he declared. He concludThere will be other contribtitions to from !fr. Witliam Poat,
of the coun- and the iench' were provided by Mr. Like the clarion's heavy blast,
ported )ei this summer, hut the peo- ed with this reference to Bryan:
come in hereafter that will probably ty, for$161. and Is a fine
spet:Imen and Mn. Chilies with the assistance of The 'rouster's cry of pain came past
ple who follow the business make a
"Two years hence, when our peer- rowell the sum to $606. all of which of
horse flesh He will he used on the some of their contribntors. and the
This parody on a passage from
very good living out of it.
less leader, William Jennings Bryan, Mr Allen will expend in buying bee a
right hand of the ettemlieal truck at day was made a memorable one for all Scott's "Lady of the bake." will laA New York paper, of this week, Is elected president; we shall have home
the No.1 station.
wlio attended.
troduoe the reader ro--"the situatem
has the following itern which will in- the opportunity to apply all DemoThis 'complete; arrangements ton
expert .,to have at least 160 at the wharf-boat this more-lag. A
t•rest those who know anything of crate- principles for the welfare of
Hertel Muerte Hands.
putttee the fire engine into commis- ehildren this year." Mee Cieles said crate of hounds was 'b4ing shipped
the industry around Paducah.
our country."
Ha yeiod, Aug ft
Tbe itmithern sion, and. it wel be de= at once.
today. "The people who remembered somewhere and the hounds gave con
On tale In John street Is a perThe ticket nominated follows:
beep! hasarheiged hands Mrs K, P
last year's outing have been Inquiring ilthual vent to their feelings. One
fect pearl neigivig_ 601 grains, white
United States 'Benet( r, Fred
T. Its:), of 'Hotel Hall, has cur:chased
about
it for some time. and we stall rouster had another one in his arms,
MITINI"../
%RISES
M
and rounded, for which 'the asking Dubois:* member of congress. Bees
both the bu-ding and fixtures for
have a•numbtr of sick and afflicted while a third rouster was engaged in
price Is $15,000, says a New York Hattatiatigh: justice at the supreme which
she paid 112.000.
children to take rare of
combing the captive one's klniti
A !Serious Disturhanee at
telegram The man who found It in court, Stewart S. Dennig: governor
Mr. (I. W Elgin who has been con"We shall aposekate It if any one locks with a fine comb. The process
phla Last Night.
a mussel shell on the Wisconsin bank C. 0. Stocksiager. lieutenant gover- ducting
the hostelry for the past year
Who can send us down a lunch for the appoared to be serious to the receivof the Mississippi river only a few nor, Deerge C. Chapin, secretary of will vacate September
1
occasion, or tender us' a vehicle f3r er of these delicate attentions .ahd
weeks ago, sold It for 75 cents Th• state, Flournoy Galloway
Philadelphia, August 8.- A muThe Southern will oedema some fixuse on it. We than advise the date his groans of pain added another elepearl came in s shell the size of 'a
The anti-Mormon plank of the tent•Ive change. A cafe will be In- tiny among marines at League Ishind set for the outing through
the papers ment to the mingled chorus which
silver dollar
platform pledges the Democratic par- stalled and the =um still b. conduct- waa quelitel today only after a fierce
In a few days.
emanated from the Dick Fowler.
tnother pearl from the American ty to =cure the enactment of legisla- ed hie will he 'miler
hand
to
hand
struggle
le
Which two
the f)urepeal
The indifferent mate soon ended this
fitheries in Middle Western rivera, tion necessary to make operative the plan tit Holy
enlisted men were badly injured.
Detective T. J. Moore. suffering drama of rouster-a-bout life by oroffered eow for $5:000 In the Maiden test oath," provided it) the constiMr Charles Parham will manage It resulted in the arrest of five marines
from the results of an operation for ders to "shift the gang-plank."
Lane district, is of 15 greets. and Is tution of Idaho. which in effect would
and ten 'sailors, and the former were
With the exception of the towa pear-shaped drop of pink tint.
put in double irons on thereceiving appendicitis, is reported better at
disfranchise all faittflui Mormons.
boats., the arrival and departure of
ship Lancaster. The mutine occurred Riverside hospital.
Rr)an is endorsed for the pre.1boats today was in accordance with
late Monday night, and was directly
dential nriminatton. One plank 10the mhedules. Most of the packets
dile to a spree which several men
Mores the death of former Onverbut
however had crippled crews. _
had in Gloucester. The men 'Hold
Steenenberg and demands that his
The Button! arrived shortly after
INVITED Ti) PADIV.tH FOR TMSII- their uniforms and bought beer with
aeietssIns he punished.
o'clock this morning from Clark.the money and smuggled the liquor
ORATION (•ONYENTION.
PADUCAH MAN SFAVRES PATENT
vele and left at noon for Nashville.
into camp. After getting drunk the
Tammany, Too.
NOAH STEWART PAYS LIBERALON STEEL FIBRE TIE.
The Clyde will leave this evening
proceeded
to
camp,
jump
when
and
New • York.. Aug.„; F..-To indorse
hi FOR HIM MISCONDUCT.
at 6 o'clock for the round trip to the
.
halted at the gates mutinied. One of
William J. Bryan for the Democrats(' State Board (.1. tgrleulture and
Some- the ring-leaders had his: throat
Tannessee river.
cut.
Preeidential
nomination
in
190e.
they Yr.-eland
tiee.
Freight vas not received at the
A Probable Solution of a (Beat Charles F. Murphy will issue a call
InsItcli.
Day's
Grind
In AR
of wharf-boat -this -morning after 1::
Signora P.-1 had a dozen pro$0,- The
for a special meeting of the Tammany
Problem fur Railroads
o'clock to give the freight handlers
the Local Courte a Betsy
ale before .yours. All from smarter
general committee, to he he'd next
at Late.
a half-holiday.
(bee.
men than you, too!
week, Announcement of this inten
The United States steamer Look•
Secretary
Cones,
Oomme-elal
of
the
been.
-They
must
Stgnor
P.
have
tion on the part of the Tammany lead
out arrived at 3 o'clock this mornet% (-evinced Democrats that Mr. Mur club, has Invited Governor Becithim How did they manage to crawl out of
The, Sun's Washington dispatches
ing from the Tennessee river after
phy.stontrary,
to a belief whieh exited and Secretary of Agriculture Herbert it!-Ls Caricature.
Fred Zimmerman, .charged with stores. It left
today announced the issuance of a
Immediately tor the
Vreeland,
and
the
entire
state bead
in some quarters, is heert and soul in
taking $50 in cash from C. W. Neil- same river for
patent to Cbartea J. Kopf, of Padushoals .number 6.
the Bryan movement. His intimate of agriculture, in come to Petite's), to
Mt. W. B. Milne of Stnithland. son, white two days ago, was held
cah. of a railroad tie
The
Savannah
will arrive out of
attend
immigration
the
reinvention
the
friend, exprmeed no surprise beeause
was In the city today.
crier in police court this morning for the Tenpessee river
tr. Kopf is rhief engineer for the the)
tonight on the
have known all along that he club has arrange foe October the 4th
rwhIllirY and committed to jail in de- return trip to Se:Louis.
West Kentecky Coal company._ and
favors the =urination of Mr. Bryan and 5th.
NOTICE.
fault of bond.resklea at 321 Jackson strot. His
The Joe Fowler was tne regular
Governor Beckham has always had
In preference to all others.
. _
Noah Sthwart, colored: was pre- Evansville packet
patent is a steel and fibre compose
a great regard for' Paducah. as
today a%d brought
mitheeriben.add
the
by
ed
of new
sented on two counts, one for a a large crowd
Uon railroad tie.
has a number of 'warm snpportere
he're.for the etnancipa
East Tennessee Telephone Combreach oL.the peace, and a second tot Con
Mr. Kopf has been at work on the
and admitere ire, as was shown in
eelebrutiou. The ,John Hopkins
pany Today*:
peace- warrant. He was lined $50 and will
patent for some time, and thinks he
the reception given him daring tne
carry the crowd back tomorrow.
2671-Mount, Chas., Res., 1119 costa
in the breach of the peice ease,
has probably solved What in becomstate encempinent last year. and It is Clay street
The City of Salillo will leave St.
•
ing a very Kernels problem for the
and appealed it. In the latter Mom he Louis tonight
tbotellit he' will endeavor to make the
for the round trip to
2640-Petty. J. T., Rea, 1216
the
railroad; 4k account of the rapid desum of $100 the Tennessee
was 'recognized in
visit.
river arriving here
Monroe.
pletion of ,the wood supply for
for his good behavior towards Ids Friday morning,
The Horse Show meet will be on at
8.
J.
Res.,
1749-Rice,
403
T.,
,Local Market'.
road lien> The leeentlo4 has been
itamilton, colored.
•
that time, too, and the association Is 7th.
The Dick !roister got away on.tirne
Dressed Chickens---lbe tq Tic,
shown to a number UT practical men
Breedlow
,Arthur
rases:
Other
preparing
and ter Cairo this morning with
Invitation
an
the
to
goverlegge-- 14c. a doses.
456-Bleecker, .1. S., Ruts., 409 N.
more
as is deemed-it success. If se; Mr.
nor, who Is a treat lover of the blot
Sheraton Guthrie, colored, disorder- hands (tan was expected.
Butter-- 15c. lb.
•
5th.
Kopf no doubt has the foundation of
ly conduct, deamiesed on condition
bloods, to attend for two or three days.
TFuraday Morning was the time
Irish Potatoes-Per hit. 76c.
1139-Curd, Mrs. E. D., Res., 335
fortune in it.,
they' go-to work: Drew Starrett, Bob set to let the Natchez off the
Sweet Potatoes---Per bu. $1.60.
ways,
N. 6th.
Jenkins, breach of the peace, $25 but tilt' rain 'yesterday and the
Southern Industry.
Country Hams-- 15c. lb.
721-a--Gilbert, L. F., Res., Husholiformer,
against
By eitiudheik.
and
$10
costs
end
The,te was an increase of wage- bands Road.
day for the negro hands today probaGreiit Sausage-10c. lb.
(
-Wage., Aug /4.--- Miss British Loagainst the latter:George Bern- bly will delay it until Saturday
earners in the factories of the south
Sausage-12 tee
hike other commodities telephone costs
morn
gan Tuthill, a .Methodist missiorfacy.
In the years 1900-1905 or 139,501 service should be paid for according hard. breach of Ordinance, $5 and ing. There will' be few repairs to be
Country Lard-10e a.
ancestors
illicee
were missionarfr. :coats.
made after it gets into the water and
or 19.3 per mat, against an in- to its worth- and value.
lAttlice ---,to. hunch
fore her, startled the big Jtlethodist
the boat jail have to hurry' south to
crease of 16 per cent in the whole
Tomatoes-5c gnarl
We have in the city over 3,000 •
camp-meeting on Op tb.splalnept river
union.
The number of factory subscribers or five times 'is many
Pesehes-341c basket
"I can read you like e book, Lord avoid low . water. When the Natchez
a•
telling how she saw &even persona
hands in !:1905,wes 863.125. the In- the independent company: outside Debusted," said the haughty father, reaches' the south practically a new
Beans-100. 'gallon.
killed and devoured by
She
creases being' most notable in Vir- the city and within the county we
boat will arrive. The•whole boat is
RoaPting FArs--10c dozen.
a wealthy Publisher. who had halees taken to the Caroline islands
ginia. West VIrginia
‘North Carolina, have 63 times as men) subscribers at tested to the proposal for the hand being painted, new smoke-stacka
Cantaloupes--Sr to 20e.
when she was 6 years old, and began
Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana the independent company. Yet we of the fair daughter.
have been added, and the bull comButterbeans-10c. quart.
her missionary work when she was 17.
Visitors who spend their vacation In will place a telephone in your
pletely
was rebuilt..
"Like
Explain
sir?
hook,
youra
resila 1000 her parents left the Carelines
PADUCAH (MAIN MARKET.
Virginia during the preaent summe- dence at the same rate the Independ- self."
The gauge registered a stage of 9.3
Mid went to Sidney Aostralla, She
Wheat, 67c hit
observe a notable mnitIPlication of ent company. is supposed
"You've got an attractive title. this morning, a fall of 0.1 in it. last
to charge,
remained on the island • for several
new industries and widely diffused and provide .111 addition,
Corn, 431e.htt.
long dist- but I don't like the way you seem (24 hours, Weather ;partly cloudy =A
mon t he afterward.
•
Hay, No. 1, 116.00; No. 2, 15.00 prosperity. The same phenomena ance facilities which will enable
you to be bound. Your type Is bad, and ;business at the wharf wen dull. RainNew crop, No.'', $14; No. 2, 311 are, seen it appears, all • over the to reach fifty million
Your development is poor. Your fall -in the last 24 hours was .64
People
from
Mrs. Phillip Schueler ad Miss
south at present.- Baltimore Sun.
yeur home . •
principal character in not well de- Inches.
Barbara fir'hatz. of_ Evansville, will
Mrs. Annie Streit and Miss FlorCall 300 for further information.
fined, and the best place for you
errive this week to visit Mr. and ence Senser have gone in Evansville.
Mr. J, K. Hendrick went to May- BAST „TENNESSEE. TICIJEPHOlele would be on the shelf-and a back
The chroale boaster issa target foC. DeMert,
Ind.. to visit.
field )ee,rritty on
one at that." ---Tit Bits.
COMPANY.
Many an unkicked kick.

GOY. BECKHAM

RAILROAD TIE

FIFTY DOLLARS
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